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SLAPSHOT from Anirog is a two player, fast action, ice hockey program. Also 
in this thrilling game there is included a smoothly running speech synthesis 
system of the very highest quality. Before the actual game starts each player 
must select an international hockey team to represent. After doing this you 
must quickly and skilfully manoeuvre your man across the glistening ice 
whilst your other team-mates move automatically around the rink waiting for 
you to pass the puck to them. If you do manage to race past the opposing defence 
then you have achance to shoot for goal and score. However, you still have the 
goalie to beat who is able to dive in all directions. Also included in this 
amazingly quick and totally original game is the ability to actually physically 
bodycheck your opponents. Never the less, do not be too aggressive otherwise 
you could incur a “roughing penalty”, resulting in a faceoff in your own end 
giving the opposing side an easy chance of scoring. Also other extra features 
available include: Pause mode, and three levels of play ranging from fast to 
slow as well as a re-start option, Slapshot from Anirog is a totally original two 
player game with lightning fast action never seen before on the Commodore 64 
Two J.S. Commodore 64 Cassette £8.95 Disk £10.95 

Trade Enqui | ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. UNIT 10 VICTORIA IND. PARK VICTORIA ROAD DARTFORD KENT (0322/92513/8 
Pe ae an rr i eee eee eaten) ee ey rr oer | Mel ew reeked Oke: 
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From front page 
The receiver's task is to 

reconstruct a viable company 
from the old one. Oric’s 
products, the Oric and the 
Atmos, have never sold well in 
this country, but have been very 
popular on the continent, parti- 
cularly in France. 

Those who bought an Oric 
computer in the recent past are 
in a difficult situation as there is 
currently no-one prepared to 
honour the one-year warranty. 
The staff still working at Oric 
will repair any faulty machines, 
but at a charge. This is currently 
£15, but there is no decision yet 
about whether the provision of 
customer warranty service will 
be made a condition of the sale. 

Tansoft, contracted to 
market the new Orie computer, 
is a completely separate 
company, which will continue 
to produce software support for 
the Oric and other micros. 

Bruce Everiss of Tansoft 
believes: ‘Oric will emerge like 
a phoenix from the ashes. 
Although we had a trading 
relationship we will survive 
without Orie and currently we 
have a number of products 
ready for release on other 
machines. We expect to have a 
bad debt due to Oric’s problems 
but that is all.” 

stunt 
winners 

On 15 January 1985 Craig Bill- 
ington from Birkenhead and 
Jason Ellis from Dunton Green 
were presented with a Toshiba 
MSX computer by world 
famous motorcycle stuntman, 
Eddie Kidd. 

Both boys are champion 
players of Software Communi- 
cations’ motorbike game, Eddie 
Kidd Jump Challenge. Craig 
cleared 25 cars on his Spectrum, 

Eddie and the kids 

while Jason jumped 33 cars on 
his BBC. The young stuntmen 
received their prizes at the Inn 
‘on the Park, London, and were 
then taken for a well deserved 
lunch at the Hard Rock Cafe 
where they talked with Eddie 
about his famous leaps. 

Eddie’s most dangerous stunt 
ever is being planned for later 
this year, and it is hoped that all 
winners in the Jump Challenge 
competition will be able to 
attend. 

Workshop 
converted 

Games Workshop _ has 
converted it’s fantasy board- 
game Talisman to run on the 
spectrum. Games Workshop 

claims it is the first ever 
interactive multi-player arcade 
adventure. 

The game is for up to four 
players who are all trying to 
reach the same objective, so 
they may have to kill each other 
to reach it 

Talisman has over $0 graphic 
locations and will be available 
soon, priced £7.95. 
Games Workshop has also 

converted D-Day to run on the 
QL and C64, According to 
Games Workshop it has been 
‘widely acclaimed as the best 
graphic wargame for the 
Spectrum’. 

Both versions will be avail- 
able on 1 March, priced at 
£24.95 for the QL and £8.95 for 
the C64. 

Games Workshop, 27/29 Beam 
Rd, London NWI0 6JP 

QL for 
students 

Students at Strathclyde univer- 
sity will have an extra excuse for 
handing their work in late by 
the end of the 1980s. 

By that date all students in 
relevant subject areas will have 

Forty years on 
their own computer at home as 
well as in the university. The 
machines will be provided by 
Sinclair Research, and the 
Universities Computer Board. 

‘A university spokesman said: 
‘We wanted to use British 
hardware and software and we 
felt that only the QL could offer 
the power, software and porta- 
bility at a realistic price.” 

inclair Research donated the 
first 525 QLs as part of it’s 
£250,000 support for the 
project. Sinclair will be 
following the project closely, 
with particular interest in the 
machines’ performance 

University of Strathclyde, 204 
George St, Glasgow G1 1XW 

Ski Star is Richard Shepherd 
Software's latest game. To be 

released in mid-February, it will 
run on the Spectrum and a C64 
version will follow shortly. 

ichard Shepherd states that 
it bears no resemblance to any 
ski program on the market, 

The game is joystick compat- 
ible and is a complex simulation 
giving the player a 3D view of 
obstacle skiing courses through 
snow specked goggles. There 
are an infinite number of course 
designs, according to the 
makers: 16 basic courses which 
can be redesigned using a 
Course Designer function 

There are also fixed feature 
modes including predetermined 
sets of parameters so players 
can compete directly using 
exactly the same conditions. 

The Spectrum version will 
cost £7.95 

Richard Shepherd. Software, 
Elm House, 23-25 Elmshott La, 
Gippenham, Slough, Berks 

Congratulations to these 
winners of the Micromega com- 
petition in our Christmas issue. 
They will each be receiving one 
of Micromega’s top games, 
either Jasper for the Spectrum 
or Jin Genie for the C64. 
B D Everingham, Romford; D R 
Matless, Norwich; B C Steele, West 
Drayton; Paul Brain, ‘High 
Wycombe; Joe Maguire, Bardses 
Adam Furness, Huntingdon: 
Michael Cook, Lowestoft; Mark 
Pepperrell, Bedfont; A J Brooks, 
Weymouth; M L Shariff, Maiden- 
head; Joanne Harrison, Stafford- 
shire; Brian Christie, Belfast; J 
Clarke, Consett; Mark Buckley, 
Huddersfield; Ivor Ackerley, 
Derby; D Roebuck, Lymington; T 
Dutton, Westerham; Anthony 
Micallef, Presto D Porter, 
Ashington; AF Turner-Howe, 
Overton; A Rahman, Nottingham; 
Roman Foster, Woodhouss 
William Braker, Washington; 
Anthony Pope, Quedgeley; Garry 
Sharp, Barrow; Shawn McAvery, 
Stamshaw; Ian Flaxten, Waltham 
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Abbey; Alastair Hewens, Walling: 
ton; Alistair May, Elgin; Simon 
Lewis, Withywood; Jonathan 
Leach, Tipton St John; 
Heap, Earl Shilton; JD. 
Liversedge; D Cooper, L 
Andrew Hughes, Glasgow; David 
Harrow, Hertford; David Hall, 
Greystones; Don Ramsey, Brad- 
ford; Adrian Waller, Hastlemere; 

Mawson, Slough; Barry 
Hilton, Polegate; Anthony 
Franklin, Wirral; Paul Sharpe, 
Measham; S Ackerman, Mitcham} 
Karen Stalker, Fraserburgh; Mark 
Brown, Swadlincote; Angus 
Crowther, Niam; Dave Edwards, 
Cheetham; TM Britton, Llantwit 
Major; Gary Burfield-Wallis, 
Lingfield; Martin Thomas, 
Portmead; C Crane, Stoke; H 
Collings, Aldershot; Alan 
Mourihane, Wigan; John D 
Thompson, Tidworth; Steven 
Kinsella, ‘Leigh; J ‘Hughes, 
Cadishead; Michelle Richards, 
London; Grahame Chadwick, 
Grimsby; S Wong, Gorleston; Ving 
Chhoy, 'Sparkbrook; D Floyd, 
St Germans; David Kelly, 
Shrewsbury. 
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At the British Toy and Hobby 
Fair Earls Court, from 
January 26-30, a number of 
robots were attracting attention. 
One particular one was accost- 
ing embarrassed young ladies in 
the press room with lewd 
suggestions. 

Meanwhile, downstairs in the 
main hall the robots were but a 
small part of an_ extensive 
exhibition. Omnibot was 
drawing large crowds on 
Tomy’s stand. When put 
through his paces, it became 
clear that it’s more than just a 
robot — it also plays your 
favourite tapes and acts as an 
alarm clock 

Not only that, but it can serve 
you drinks, While you're in the 
kitchen, you can send it to your 
guests in the dining-room and 
Project your voice through it, 
like a walky-talky. Omnibot can 

using wireless 
mote control or from 

memory. A handy home-help, 
in the shops for around £200. 
Omnibot’s younger sibl 

are Chatbot, Verbot, Dingbot 
and Pocketbot, ranging in price 
from £40 to £2, Chatbot is new 
on the scene. It’s a more 
sophisticated version of Verbot, 
and you can program it to 
deliver messages, which it does 
with open mouth and blinking 
eyes. 

Verbot can be controlled by 
voice and programmed to travel 
for five metres, Both Verbot 
and Chatbot cost around £40. 

Dingbat is a smaller robot, 
costing about £7, It’s battery 
operated, unlike Pocketbot, 
which you have to wind up 
before it can walk. This tiny 
little toy can walk, do somer- 
saults and get up again, 

be operated 
r 

Home helps were never like this 
before — Tomy’s Omnibot 

Moving on to C stand, 
George has already been around 
for some time. He’s now joined 
by Charles, who can be 
programmed to draw on paper, 
while Armstrong 800 has an 
extended arm which can pick up 
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Fun at the 
toy fair 

Toys to excite and enchant 
kids — and horrify their 

parents — were on show at 
the Toy Fair. Robots were 
a fascinating feature — 

although some weren't as 
well behaved as others 

Range of robots from CG 
George leads the way 
and carry objects, 

George (who will be reviewed 
in HCW 102) costs about £25, 
while Charles costs around £40. 

Robots have come in for lots 
of praise from educationalist, 
who stress the learning func 
tions of these stylish toys. 
Powers of logic and precise 
thought are required. HCW 
editorial staff soon realised that 
it’s not as easy as it looks: we 
weren't abot to control Arm: 
strong 80's arm to pick up and 
drop little plastic balls in precise 
places without cheating! 

As well as the programming 
involved in fooling around with 
robots, you will also be pleased 
to find out that you're 
educating yourself if you build 
your own one. 

Robotix, from MB are kits of 
interlocking plastic parts which 
you fix together to make up 
models or futuristic machi 
Each piece snaps together ¢ 
and you can move the models 

the aid of bi 
motors. 

Your control panel is a five- 
channel console from which 
you control movement. and 
operate the pincers of the 
robot's arm, Each standard kit 
ncludes a figure to operate the 

machinery — like Commander 
X or Dr Steel 

Price, from £19 to about £40, 
varies depending on the number 
of motors in each kit, and 
expansion and booster 
packs are also available. 

Fischer-Technik has a range 
of robot kits which can serve 
an introduction to robotics. 

sets 

12 February 1985 

The six working models can be 
programmed to operate und 
computer guidance and 
combined with other Fischer 
technik kits 

Each kit contains 
motors, electromagnet, 
lamps, eight switches, two 
potentiometers and 20-core 
ribbon cable and connects, with 
which you can interface your 
model (o your computer 

Teach-in Robot is a robot 
arm, like those you will have 
seen manufaciuring cars; 
Graphics Board uses your 
computer sereen and_plotte 
Plotter does just that, Solar Cell 
Tracking guides the replica 
solar cell according to the sun's 
position, while Sorting System 
distinguishes between two sizes 
of bricks and sorts them into 
separate containers. Tower of 

two 
three 

Hanoi moves the discs in a pre 
programmed sequence, in the 
familiar game. 

Throw your voice — and let 
Verbot catch it 
Moving away from robots, 

there were a number of 
computerised games without 
keyboards. One such was the 
Playmate Talking Computer, 
£60 from Peter Pan Playthings. 
You have a number of overlays 
for a screen, and then press a 
letter or number as you're 
guided by the computer's 
spoken voice. 

Spelling, maths, and telling 
the time are some of the 
subjects handled. For pre 
school children, it’s an 
educational toy 

Also from Peter Pan Play 
things, Kid Comp is a smaller 
game based on the same idea 
There are 12 overlays to choose 
from and your response to each 
game is recorded via a plastic 
stylus. This one’s aimed at the 
seven to 14 age range. Price: 32 

Microspeech was exhibiting 
My Talking Computer, aimed 
at pre-junior school infants. A 
new addition to the computer is 
a 128K expansion module, 
which you can program. 

Now a pre-school child can 
about music, mak 

ptences, the alphabet and 
colours. The computer’s voice 
is female and the company is 
emphasising that this isn’t just a 
toy — it’s a first computer 

The machine costs around 
£65, and accompanying adaptor 
costs £6.95, while the expansion 
module costs £19. 

Microspeech states that this is 
just the beginning of software 
for My Talking Computer, and 
there is a new range of 
programs under development, 
scheduled for release later this 

Chatbot — can't speak 

Addresses 
CGL, CGL Hse, Goldings Hill, 

Loughton, Essex IGI0 2RR 
Fischertechnik, Fischer Hsi 

Newtown Rd, Marlow, 
Bucks SL7 1JY 

Microspeech, c/o Triotoys, 190 
Walton Park, Pannal, Har- 
rogate, N Yorks 

Milton Bradley, Spencer Hse, 
23 Sheen Rd, Richmond 
upon Thames, Surrey TW9 
IAL 

Peter Pan Playthings, Bretton 
Way, Bretton, Peterborough 
PE3 8YA 

Tomy, Wells Hse, 231 High St, 
Sutton, Surrey SM1 1LD 



GAMES 
WITHOUT END.. 
CCI Magazine, 
November 1984 

Personal Computer News, 10 November 1984 r i gor 

nS proses CCI Magazine, December 1984 

Available from good software stockists everywhere or direct from 
MIRRORSOFT, Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd., 

Holborn Circus, London EC1P 1DQ. 



COMPETITION 

Monkey business 
The ever popular giant! Prizes galore this week From | wesc Ba sams n dures, 
gorilla King Kong is back the fescue of a damsel in sires, 

again in Ocean’s latest game See 
Kong Sirikes Back. “This Rong: You most sve Wer, fut you 
week we are offering 120 have to contend with speeding cars 

ack, and there are other obstacles 
in our witty caption like pies and springs to avoid. 
competition If you want to win this game and 

There are 60 C64 versions and 60 possibly a great bonus prize into the 
Spectrum versions to be won. The bargain, then send your witty 
C64 game costs £7.95 and the caption to us. You may soon be 
Spectrum one is £6.95 120 Kong holding Kong strikes Back inthe 

whet Kong. is saving, 10. Tony games plus bonuses |™""*"""" 
Pomfret, one of Ocean's program: 
mers, pictured here with Kong in 
Blackpool, ‘The caption must be 
witty and relevant and shouldn’t be 
longer than 20 words, We've given 
you an example just to set you on 
the right track 

There will also be 20 bonus prize 
for the best 20 captions which will 
be published in a future issue of 
HCW, The top 10 Commodore 
eniries will receive Ocean 
sweatshirts (like the one Tony is 
wearing in the photograph) and the 
best 10 Spectrum captions will win 
copies of Ocean's latest release 
Gilt from the Gods (£9.95). 

How to enter 
Study the photograph and think of 
a funny and relevant caption, It 
must not exceed 20 words, Write it 
in the space provided on the entry 
coupon, Complete the coupon 
clearly and fully — if you 
winner it will be used as a 
Send the whole coupon to us. 

Send your entry to: Ocean 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No, 1 Golden Square 
London WIR 3AB. Closing date 
first post on Friday | Ma 

You may enter as many times as 
ou wish, But each entry must be on 

coupon — not a copy 
ealed in a separate envelope 

will arrive from Ocean 
within 28 days of the publications 
of the issue containing the results of 
the competition 

The rules 
Eniries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus. Specialist. Publica 

‘Ocean, Software and Alabaster 
ore & Sons, This restriction also 

cmplovees' families and gents 
iter section forms part 

cean Competition 

Entry Coupon 

= post code _ 
Type of computer (C64/Spectrum) __ 
‘Sweatshi e (if C64 owner) — 

on for the photo is (not more than 20 words): __ 
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ally these were of no 1 
and were duplicated on screen. 

help 

Worlds End Beter use of Amstrad's strong 
colour commands would. have 

Amstrad enhanced the repetative screen 
cpca64 display of print statements. 

£ However, this is partly compen: 
sated for by the excellent hi- 
resolution locational pictures, all 
POKEd to the screen quite 
quickly: 

Save to tape and restore 
facilities along with adequate 
instructions are all included. 

This will most likely appeal 
to experienced armchair 
adventurers; having a strong 
story line not too imaginative for 
comprehension, but leaving 
Rupert Bear out in the cold. 

‘A tonic for those long winter 

Interceptor, Linden Hse, The 
Green, Tadiey, Hants 
As the mightiest of the ancient 
warriors, your task is to rescue 
the Princess Mara from the evil 
Wizard Zarn. 

Whilst. wandering through 
forests, leafy glens and the like, 
you have many encounters with 
both people and places. 

All the well established 
‘commu ms of adventure 
games wailable — N_ for 
north and a verb/noun format evenings. DH. 

for most of the other dialogue, instructions 90% 

Some of the key words only need playability 80% 

the first letter, which speeds graphics 90% 

things up a great deal, value for mor * 

AT i esagc cone co ve Er sted 

Level 9, 119 Hughenden Rd, 
High Wycombe, Bucks 

JAn elaborate adventure which 
finds Kim Kimberley inside the 
leockpit of his crashed  strato- 
lier on the planet den, Where 

1¢ goes to from there is entirely 
up to you, there are inumerable 
hazards lurking about, 

‘Occupying more than half the 
Inormal screen aren, the pictures , 
jof each location can be switched 
loft by entering ‘WORDS’. This 
eaves the screen free for 
dialogue which can then be re: 
read and adds to the continuity 
lof the game. Entering “PIC. 
TURE’ ‘reverts back to the 
original layout where. the 
dialogue is scrolled throu 
window at the bottom o} 
screen. 

With none of 

ft 

“Orie W 
the 

the usual 

poreemere | Met 
have been made in the 
direction, JE Man's Land, 110 bis, av du 

[General Leclere - 93500 Fantin, sides ‘Your game may be saved to 
France tape and loaded later. 

Included with the software 
lalong with a poster, is a nine ‘Tyran is a fairly standard text 

instruction booklet. This! jadventure with simple graphics. 
tells in detail the events leading There are some notable features, 
jup to the starting. scenario on however, which ensure that the 
Eden. enthusiast will enjoy this 

‘Another imaginative game offering. 
from a company specialising in AL the start, you have to create 

and you control all their actions [Level 9 Computing. six characters. This is your team, 
‘A midnight oil burner. 

in pursuit of ‘the objective". You 
choose your six from four classes 

warrior, thief, druid, and 
magician, All have their 
strengths and weaknesses. You 
ican modify their characteristics 
to suit your needs, This vari- 
ability ensures that ee have a 

100% 
100% 
s0% 

instructions 
playability graphics 
alte for money 

ay hs 

= 

This page of adventures wi 
take you to exotic places in, 

and out, of this world 

‘along with movement to the four 
Crystal Theft compass points. Backtracking is 
Amstrd not allowed. A move north 
cPc4a64 annot be followed by a move 

south. 
£7.99 This necessitates a cautious 

choice of route, No chance 10 
peep round the corner followed 
by a hasty retreat if danger lurks. 
A time limit adds impetus, The 

time is reflected in total points 
scored. 

Save and restore facilities are 
included, enabling the game to 
be held at any stage, to be played 
Jater. 
Accompanying the cassette is 

fan adequate instruction booklet 
and lengthy prologue to. this 

Wiccasoft, 107 Bollington Rd, 
Bollington, Near Macclesfield, 
Cheshire 
Four text windows labelled 
Location, Inventory, Message 
and Command occupy the sereen 
throughout this traditional text 
‘only adventure. 

Seasoned adventurers may 
find the lack of graphics to their 
Hiking, allowing their imagina- 
tions to paint the pictures. 

Permitting the use of the fascinating adventure. .H. 
words "and" or ‘then’ 10 chain on 
commands together, the instructions 100% 
advanced communications playability 100% 
sysiem is a considerate and graphics N/A 
helpful ally. Your task is to Value for money 85% 
locate the communications 
erystal within the Vegan colony. 

Directions include up or down, 

interceptor, Linden Hse, The 
Sreen, Tadley, Hants, 

posedly stolen by pirates 
‘en route from West 

of Babylon 
wedding gift 

for an Indian Princess. 
Your task in th 

re based. 
On finding. the jewels, you 

Inced to return to your’ ship, 
fely al anchor in the bay. 
Numerous brilliant h-resold- 

tion pictures serve only ance this adventure wich has 
more than.» hundred locations 
for you to visit. 

Input commands are in real 
English, where adjectives, 
adverbs and prepositions can and 
must be included where appro | 
Ipriate. At other times the 
traditional verb/noun format is 
accepted. 

Objects are collected on your 
travels 10 help in the quest, a 
-omplete inventory ean be listed: 
‘The most pleasurable adven- 

ture 1 have seen. Somehow 
movement around the island 
Iscems less repetative than others. 
FThe computer's. vocabulary 

different starting position every 
‘ime, 

ne extends over both 
af the tape. When you 

succeed on side one, you get 
more on side two — more scenes, 
different monsters, and different 
situations. 

For those who enjoy adven- 
tures, Tyrann should be different 
enough to beworthatry. D.N. tensive, making communic 

ition more responsive. 
instructions 80% Your game can be saved to 
playability 70% ¢ loading, an 
graphics 40% to. ardent 
value for money 70%, DM. 

100% 
100% 

eohice 100% 
value for money 100% 
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Desert 
mission 
There's peril in the desert in 
this program from Stephen 

and Mark Howlett. 
Can you destroy the enemy 

fort with your tank? 
There's danger under the 
burning desert sun in this short 
program for the ZX81 

As the commander of a tank 
you are attempting to destroy 
an enemy stronghold, a castle 
situated in the middle of the 
desert. The picture on your 
sereen is the scene from the 
viewing port of your tank. 

You will be asked’ two 
questions, The first is direction; 

measured on a scale of -90 to 
90, and the second is elevation; 
this determines the angle at 
which your missile will be fired, 

You will then be told whether 
you have scored a hit. If not, 
your enemy is still dominating 
the sand dunes and you'll have 
to try again 
Good luck and don't forget 

to take plenty of water with 
you! 

12 REM “DESERT TANK” 
10 PRINT AT 3,2;" 

TANK” 
i1 GOTO 600 

cLs 
CET TsINT 

DESERT 

(RND #161) -90 
PAUSE 100 
CLS 
PRINT AT 0,4; "DIRECTION(-90 

TO 90) 7" 
60 INPUT T2 
29, PRINT AT 2,4; “ELEVATION (O T 
60 INPUT B 
90 LET Di=SIN (2#(B/16045.1416 

100 IF ABS (T-T1)<2 AND ABS (D- 
O1)¢.05 a GOTO 220 
110 PRIN “MISSILE LANDED ™ 
2ge iF Fo TREN PRINT TO THE 

L 
130. IF Ti>T THEN PRINT “TO THE 

RIGHT “3 
149 TE OBS (DAD) 2-08 AND T2c>T 
THEN PRINT “ 
1850 IF 0- NBa>.08 PHEN PRINT “NOT 
FAR ENOUGH" 
160 IF 01-D3.65 THEN PRINT “TOC 
FAR" 
{90 print 
171 GOTO 1000 
228 GOTO 1000 
$10 PRINT AT 5.9 
820 PRINT AT 
830 
840 Pra AT re = 

850 PRIN Fe 

° NT 4 26° Pim a z 

aS 
B82 PAUSE 250 

883 CLS 
884 PRINT AT 0.0; 

Hou TO" PL 

885, PRINT AT 2.2;," YOU TASK IS 
T IN 

See PRINT ENEMY CASTLE ei eae 
Sez PRINT Brages! THE DESERT.Y 
0 UTLL 

°388_PRINT AT. IN A DESERT 
ARHBRD TANK AND. YOU 
889 PRINT AT 10,0;" CAN UIEU FR 

OM THE TANKS UWINGGL. 
300 PRINT AT_135,0 

scoop Luck" 



310 PRINT AT 19,0 igs2 
211 TRAN oa HEN GOTO 9@2 1054 
313 GOTO_3o 1985 

1206 PRINT AT 10.0  —- 1056 
S135 BINDOL 1057 

101 AT 1,6, °8 1059 
1060 

AT 12,0; "8 14909 
1500 PRINT AT 11,4; 

AT 15,0: "5 1501 PRINT AT 12,4; 
1503 PRINT AT 1534 

AT 14,0; °% 15@3 PRINT AT ia;4 
1504 PRINT AT 15/42 

AT 15,0; "5 1505 PRINT AT 16,4 
1506 PRINT AT 17)4; 

AT 16,0; "8 1507 PRINT AT 18)4 
1508 PRINT AT 12,2 

AT 17,03" 1S09 PRINT 1955 
1600 PAUSE 100 

AT 16,0; "8 1601 PRINT AT 12,4; 
5 1602 PRINT AT 12,4; 

PRINT AT 19,0; "5 4603 PRINT AT 13,4 
ie 1604 PRINT AT 14:6; 

PRINT AT 20,0; "he 1605 PRINT AT 16,6; 
iB 1606 PRINT AT 17/6; 
T1icT THEN SOTO 1020 1697 PRINT AT 16.6 

IF T1)T THEN GOTO 1050 1602 PAUSE 30 
IF ABS (T-T1) <2 AND ABS (D- 1609 PRINT AT 12,6; 

+05 THEN GOTO 1500 1610 PRINT AT 1756 
PRINT AT 11,23 1620 PRINT AT 14,6. 
PRINT AT 127,23 1628 PRINT AT 1436; 

1@22 PRINT 23,2 1530 PAUSE 100 
tb 2a;2 1649 PRINT AT 14,29; 
12 1552 2641 PRINT AT 15,20; 
12 16,2 1642 PRINT AT 16:20; 
1@ rae ® 1643 PRINT AT 17,20; "CASTLE..." 
1a 18513 1670 PAUSE 200 
10: 1672 CLS 
19 2675 GOTO 854 
10 $000 SAVE “DESERT TANG” 
to 310 RUN 

Te Cake 

\We have lots of exciting games. Send Sp + SAE now for 8 copy of our 12 page talopue, We now stock the entre Lantern range. Al orders are sort FIRST CLASS 
‘SAME DAY. IGores sve pow re land. Oversees & Europe {1.00 extra per game.) 

Teleghone your order now COMING SOON: COMING SOON: COMING SOON: 
SHUTTLE ATTAK (Ext) The most advanced Space fight simulator eve forthe Th S5'4A. The gure everyone fe wasting for 
PANIC (Bas) Fully aimated arcade adventure, Another INTRIGUE chalenge 

Tel 05806 4726 
QuicKsHoT 1 JoysTicK 

INTRIGUE zs Spectrum’ CBM Version £9.25 SOFTWARE ee 

Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ 
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Flight Path 
737 

Amstrad 
cpc4a64 
£6.95 

Anirog, 29 West Hill, Dartford, 
Kent 

Whilst there are whole ranges of 
flight simulators for the other 
home computers, this is the first 
that I have seen for the Amstrad. 
Unfortunately it looks like it has 
been rushed rather too much 
during it’s conversion. 

In particular 1 have to criticise 
the instructions, all of which 
refer to the function keys as the 
speed control. There is a sticker 
in the rear saying that it is the 
number keys, but as there is no 
mention of these in the text, 1 
found the whole instruction 
process rather confusing, 

Flexifriend 
Amstrad 
cpca64 
£7.50 

Camel, Wellpark, Willeys Av, 
Exeter EX2 8BE 

Fitting comfortably between the 
lover simplified and restrictive 
style of some and the complexi 
ties of many home budget % 
programs, Flexifriend is a friend 
indeed. ‘ 

Offering seven well chosen 
loptions on the main menu, it will 
be of inestimable value to anyone’ 
looking for such a financial ¥ 
toolkit with a clear and concise 
screen displ 

ion book 
which 

lis indexed and cross referenced, 
fobviating the tedium of switch 
ling back and forth to screen 
instructions. 

There 

An eight 

‘wo bar graphs and a 
forward projection of the w: 
your money matters are heading 
if you don’t change course: could 
be a real life saver! 
When called, a built in 

calculator neatly’ overwrites the 
Imain menu. The result of your 
calculations is retained in 
fmemory for recall at any time, 
thus error trapping th 
Jdata via the keyboard. 

‘A disc based system would put 
beef on the bones of this 
program, which suffers from the 
limitations associated with 
equential file handling on 

cassette. 
Not for the feint hearted as the 

results of running this program 
fcan be terrifying. D.H. 

—— 

instructions 
playability 

Family Quiz 
32K BBC 
£12.95 

J Blandford Press, Link Hse, West 
Street, Poole, Dorset 

Added to this, there is the 
initial start up routine. It can 
have you at an acute angle to the 
runway, which means you have 
to taxi to the correct position 
before you can start to take off. 

There are a whole range of 
levels to select and the display is 
clear, despite the low resolution 
mode. Another difficulty is the 
Program response time, I can't 
believe that even a 737 takes a 
second to acknowledge the flap 
down instruction. 

Workable, but 
recommendable 
‘Amstrad pilots. 

Blandford has had a good idea; 
write a program to go with one 

,. of your books and sell it with the 
book for over eight times the 
Price. 

The book that goes with this is 
a cheap paperback with a cover 
price of just £1.50. It contains 68 
quizzes of 20 questions and has a 
wide spread of subjects from 
which you can test the family. It 
isn’t my cup of tea, but is great 

not really 
to budding F 

D.C. 

instructions 
playability value for that type of book. 
graphics The program is a very 
value for money different proposition. It is a 

simple quiz program of the type 
you can find printed in computer 
mags regularly. The difference is 

little colour and sound, and 

Jamboree 
Pick ‘n’ mix from this wide 

selection of programs. 
You should find something 

here to enjoy 

The Music Box 
32K BBC 

£10 
Selective, 64 Brooks Rd, Street, 

3 Somerset BA16 OPP 

finished yet. They encourage 
decision making and discussion 
and need a certain amount of 
knowledge. This is good and has 
children racing for reference 
books at just the right times. 

Both adventures are played 
using a minimum of key presses, 
but require your exact order, 
input in a correct mathematical 
form. Pictures are good and keep 
the interest very well 

This is thought provoking and 
easy to use. The children are 
delighted to learn. D.C. 

Educational software is improv- 
ing by leaps and bounds and this 
is one of the better new releases. 
The idea of using the adventure 
format to encourage learning is 
not new, but it’s a good vehicle 
for a program that has the 
learning of bearings and compass 
points as it’s aim. 

The music box of the title just 
starts you on a journey crossing 
deserts and sailing seas before it 
is done. 

The package comprises a 
number of programs, including 
the two main adventure sections, 
a neat use of passwords allows 
you to get back to the beginning 
Of the section that you haven’t 

instructions 
ease of use 
graphics 
value for money 
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range of questions selected from 
the book. The number of cate- 
gories is severely reduced and 
they are grouped in rather 
strange ways too. 

Overall, 1 would prefer the 
family to’ buy a whole range of 
quiz books or even a record book 
so they can write their own rather 
than buy this package at it’s 
exorbitant price. There are no 
instructions at all D.C. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for moné 

Holy Horrors 
32K 
Romik 

BBC 
Software, 

Ave, Slough, Be 
16.99 
Argyll 

s SLI 4HE 
22 My 

According to the cassette insert, 
this program is ‘not just a| 
detective story... not just al 

not just a. ¥: phic adventure. 
village-full of gruesome secrets... 
but the beginning of real sleepless 
nights. 

Sorry, but I can't agree. What 
I found in this (which has to 
be one of the slowest loading 
programs that 1 have ever come 

ross) was a reasonably straight- 
forward graphical adventure that 

didn’t keep my interest for very 
ong at all. The pictures are 
Jdctailed, interesting, colourful 
Jand drawn quickly. They appear 
only on your first visit and don't 
seem to add much to the verbal 
description at all. This is a pity. AY it means that they might just as 
well not be there at all 

There are some extra surprises 
‘as you venture onward, but the 
lack of sophistication makes it 
less than acceptable in compari-[ 
son with other recent adventures. 

There is very little document 
tion supplied, just the cassette 
notes and a single screen, This is 
Janother sad omission and makes 
the game unsuitable for the new 
Jadventurer. Only for the fanatics 
I fear, D.C. 

instructions 25% 
playability 50% 
graphics 75% 
value for money 50% 



REM LOAD M. CODE 
CLEAR 65299 
FOR a=653@0 TO 65447 
READ B 
POKE a,B 
NEXT a 
DATA 221,33,0,91,17,0,0,33,0,125, 1,255,653, 124,254, 

254.0, 19% 20, 254,87 ,32,239,121,2 
54,255,32,254,34,28,255, 221 ,114,0,221,35,221,115,8,22 
35,22] 34,22, 255,58,22,255,254,254,40,9, 201 , 112,35, 113, 
35, 119,35, 19,201 ,62,3,58,58, 92,207,201 
@ DATA’ 221 ,33,0,91,17,0,0,33,0, 125,221 ,78,8,221,35,2 

21,78,@,221 , 35,128,177, 48, 41,229,197 ,86,35,94,55, 126,55 
+18, 11,120, 177,32,244,1,8, 10, 11,128,254,0,32,258, 193,22 
$,86,35,94,35,62,0,18,35,11,128,177,32,243, 195,105,255, 
58,8,92,254,15,40,184,201 

1@ REM TEST PROGRAM 
POKE 65302,8: POKE 65303,91 

}} POKE 65389, 125 

CIRCLE 100, 108,0 
cus 

LET r=@: REM CYLINDER SPIN 
POKE 65302,@: POKE 65303,91 
POKE 65308,8: POKE 65389,125 

1: PAPER 4: BORDER 4 
a=@ TO 4.2 STEP 0.0517 
x=COS (a) #4@+122 
b=@ TO 6.2 STEP 0.16 
S=SIN (b)erex 
=COS (b)#20+100 

8Ssssssss- 
DRAW SIN ((20-r)/12.6)#10,0 
NEXT b $ 
RANDOMIZE USR 65300: CLS 

Variables 
a main loop for one complete 

revolution 
x centre co-ordinate for 

cylinder plotted on x axis 
se plots of circle of ellipse: 

x and y points respectively 
+ radius of circle, width of 

ellipse 
bb plots single cylinder loop. 



Boulder Dash 
48K Spectrum 

£7.95 
nt Runner, K-soft Distribu- 

tion, 620 Western Av, London 
W3 OTU 

The hero of this. game, Rock- 
is a very cute fellow. He 
ises in digging tunnels and 

collecting jewels. The snag is that 
the ground through which he 
burrows is littered with boulders, 
which drop into the tunnels and 
squash him if he’s not careful 

There are 16 sizeable caves for 
Rockford to dig his way through, 
you can choose to start at the 
first, fifth, ninth or thirteenth, so 
even if you're hopeless at. the 
amie, You can get tO see quite a 
few different screens. Each cave 
has different problems; some are 
relatively straightforward, while 
in others the jewels are guarded, 

Software Star 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Addictive Games, 7a Richmond 
FAN, Bournemouth, Dorset BH2 

This is the latest offering from 
Kevin. Toms, who gave you 
Football Manager. It’s a simula- 
hion of running a software house 
fand developing new games and 
selling the old ones. 

Paying staff, duplicating , apes, developing games, are 
costs beyond your control. To’ 
lachieve greater efficiency. you 
lean discipline staff or offer J 
incentives, arid choose how many 
pages of advertising per month. 
FYou can also decide whether to 
use hyp or honesty as the means 
lof promoting your company's 
image. This may not work. You 
can alter sales strategy or launch" 4% 
ja new game, but this costs 
Iinoney, and ‘the quicker you 
Haunch it, the lower it's quality 

NAc the end of each month, you 
get the software charts with unit 
sales shown against targets, and 
the balance sheet, You either 
increase your overdraft or make 
money accordingly. There are 
some excruciating puns in the 
chart! 

Nice presentation, good fun, 
Hbut_nceds more of the cost 

4 

Finders 
Keepers 

48K Spectrum 
£1.99 

or have to be created by strate- 
gically dropping. boulders onto 
assorted obstacles. 

The graphics 
ather than stunning. 

‘are adequate 
The 

weakest point is that the screen Mastertronic, Park Lome, 111 
serolls rather slowly. If you move Park Rd, London NWS 73i 
00 fast it is possible to lose sight 
of Rockford off the edge of the Finders Keepers is really 
sereen, where he can run into impressive value, It features 
unseen hazards. 

It’s a game with lasting appeal, 
needing careful planning as well 
as fast reactions, and is well 
worth adding to your calcula: 
tions. M.N. 

graphics reminiscent of Software 
Projects’ offerings, in a format 
which is almost a combination of 
Jet Set Willy and Manic Miner. 
‘You are Magic Knight, a nicely 

animated little character, seeking 
to join the Polygon Table of the 

instructions King of Isbisima. In order to 
playability please the king, who's run out of 
graphics ideas for presents for his 
value for money daughter's birthday, you dash 

around the Castle of Spriteland 
visiting various rooms, collecting 
objects, trading with traders, and 
avoiding nasties, which’ all 
appear in a form which would 

a - 

kak kk 

Arcade 
action 

Excitement and action in this 
thrill-packed page 

Espionage 
48K Spectrum 

£8.95 
Modular Resources, 12 Ledger 

Sy La, Lofthouse, Wakefield WF3 who's asking for information 
3NG they shouldn't, and hence 

‘unsnout the mole. Fail, and you 
get a new number, but the same 
questions, Type rubbish again, 

number 
You receive requests for info 

from people within the company 
From these you have to work out 

The package of this tape quotes a 
‘well known reviewer’ praising 

a to be read carefully before! 
1 off, because there’s a lot to 

lesral tle are tires anhle of 
play. The third one gives you full 

! 

1 AT £0. 

ot disgrace Matthew Smith. 
Just so you can be evil and 

devious, you can either opt for 
ving the goodies to the King, 

thus making your knighthood 
secure, or you can trade all the 
treasures you find for money, 
then seek to escape quick before 
the King gets you! 

The program is complete with 
every imaginable joystick 
protocol, though some help is 
needed from the keyboard, and 
has detailed screen instructions. 
Not original, but a high quality 
treatment of some well loved 
concepts ata keen price, D.M. 

instructions 100% 
playability 100% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 100% 

kkk * 

Space eanpaailese 
48K Spectrum 

£7.99 
Activision, 15 Harley Hse 
febone Rd, London NWI SHE, 

This is a fine space shuttle Might! 
f, though the manual 
accompanies it really 

control, so start on the first, 
which is a demo, during which’ 
lyou can take over for practice| 

The mission is to| 
launch, achieve a preset. orbit 
redezvous with a satellite, then| 
e-enter the Earth’s almosphere| 

and land. 
Your screen shows the. view 

through the cockpit windows, 
whilst below, a variety of 
instruments’ are shown," 
ldepending on the phase of the| 
mission reached. All the major! 
joystick conventions are catered! 
for, and the keyboard overlay 
provided shows the location of 
lother control keys for the engine: 
and landing gear. Not only does} 
ithe manual give very detailed 
advice, but also a guide to inter 
Preting the messages. from the 
‘on-board computer’ when the| 
mission is aborted because you 
did something wrong! 
Once you take control, you 

purposes. 

Rae ie. this game, It sure as heck aint and lt makes no difference. Evet won't have time to look at the Nae haenfng as tae, Mage thnk Ws nerd Hs the pred fnartion ae no fl cock window, ou be. ton 
1 Hips ares ape tcp Supposed: to bea" espionage elp There are’ any Sosy” watching your seacking 
Rimaleions, and, rather over Magid sor set inte ol business, But tnsead of the free pn tc, the fA MM splays "tery. challenging 

it appears to be a ‘game of money would have been better good fun, and “ill take some} Mearns eof I eduction ‘based on “O" Level spent on programming and ffj PAtime to” master. Excelent 
nies se organic chemistry! printing pit. (APF sraphics, highly recommended 
graphics _ You take a fest to select a D.M. 
Ny MBM over soy Tor our work i the “neinuctioes 20% 

plveter procey ES company where you are to playability 10% Leica 100% 
discover a mole. Simple graphics 20% tity 100% 
quelilous\ on the~ catalytic: ealueYor moaty ret ans toes 
tracking of petroleum, and the Yale for money {os 
dry distillation of coal Soon face 
you, and even if pels 

) aT, ! b 
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In my Jast article I explained 
how to set up the RSX, and 
with the help of the BASIC 
program create cight new 

saving these new words 
routine to tape as.an 
~ The first new word 

parameter was not explained — 
read on for an explanati 
‘The ability to pass 

with the new words to their 
corresponding machine code 
routines is, very useful. The 
number of parameters which 
can be limited only 
the maximum line lengt! 
allowed, i.e. 255 bytes. Each 
parameter must be separated by 
comma — including a comma 
directly after the command 
word. Passing three parameters 
with the word, say TEST, 
would take the form: 

‘TEST , PARAMETER | , 
PARAMETER 2 , PARA- 
METER 3 

When the machine code routine 
for TEST is called, the Z80 
registers are set as follows. 

Register 1X points to the last 
parameter. In the above 
example this would be 
parameter three. The accumu- 
Iutor contains the number of 
parameters, and. this would 
therefore be 3. By setting the 
offset for the IX register, any 
parameter can then be assed. 

the above example the offsets 
would be: 

IX + 0 LSB address of para- 
meter 3 

IX + | MSB address of para- 
meter 3 

LSB address of para: iK +2 
meter 2 

IX + 3 MSB address of para- 
meter 2 

IX + 4 LSB address of para- 
meter 1 

IX + §. MSB addres of para- 
meter 1 

If you refer to Table 1, this 
shows how the various para- 
meters are loaded into the 
different registers of the Z80 by 
the parameter routine. 

‘Since many of the new words 
from now on will require some 
parameters to be passed with 
them, it is better to have just 
this one routine, which will save 
a lot of repetition and wasted 
space. Any part of the 
parameter routine can be 
CALLed depending upon how 
many parameters there are to be 

To see how this works we will 
create a new word WAIT, 
which will halt the running of a 
program on the Amstrad for a 
certain time. The length of this 
time will be passed to the 
machine code routine of WAIT 
by placing a value in 1/100 the 

AMSTRAD PROGRAMMING 

increase 
your 

vocabulary 
Learn more words and 
broaden your horizons. 

This week David Ellis shows 
you how to pass parameters 

to and from new words 

second after the WAIT 
‘command. 

Table 2 shows the actual 
machine code program. The 
routine will always require one 
arameter so the first 

instruction compares the 
accumulator (which holds the 
number of parameters) with the 
value of one. This value 
is subtracted from the 
accumulator and the ZERO flag 
is set if there is one parameter 
(1-1 = Ot), 

If there are no parameters, or 
more than one, then the ZERO 
flag is mot set. The next 
instruction RET NZ will 
therefore RETurn if the result is 
not zero. If the result is zero 
then the next instruction will be 
carried out — CALL &829B. 

Refer to the PARAMETER 
routine and you will see that 
this will load the HL register 
pair with parameter one. On 
return the BC register is loaded 
with the value &4FO and then 
the BC register is decremented 
until it reaches zero. (Jump 
relative to LOOP if BC is not 
zero.) The HL register pair is 
then decremented — if it is not 
zero then a relative jump is 
taken to REPEAT. 

it takes approximately one- 
hundredth of a second. to 
perform each complete loop — 
therefore if you enter: 

IWAIT , 500 
the Amstrad will pause for 
approximately five seconds. 
The value in the BC register can 
be adjusted accordingly if you 
want the timing to be more 
accurate (one-thousandth of a 

second) or less accurate (one- 
tenth of a second), by increas- 
ing or decreasing the value. 

If you load the RSX file 
which you created last time, and 
also the BASIC program for 
entering new words, then you 
can add this new word WAIT 
and try it out. Remember to 
take a fresh copy of the file, 

‘The values of parameters can 

range from zero to 65535. They 
can also be negative values from 
zero to -32768. if required. 
Various types of parameters can 
be passed: 

1a decimal number -32768 10 
65535 

2 a hex number &0 to &FFFF 
sumeric value (within the 

ranges given above) 
4 a numeric variable preceded 

by the "@" symbol 
5 a string variable 

Items one and (wo are self- 
explanatory. A value out of 
range will cause an ‘overflow’ 
message {0 appear, A variable 
can be used instead of a value. 
‘The value of this variable must 
be within range. A fractional 
value will be accepted but it will 
be rounded 10 the nearest 
integer. 

If a numeric variable is 
preceded by *@', then the 
address of where the variable 
resides in memory will be 
passed to the routine. This is 
very useful. A value can be 
placed in this address thus 
giving @ means of passing 
parameters back to BASIC, 
Similarly, if a string variable is 
given as a parameter then the 
address of where the string 
resides in memory will be 

to the routine, These will 
Be discussed in more detail next 
week when the new words 
LROM and UROM will be used 
to take a look inside the 
Amstrad's ROM(S). 

o 

Tabl 

Paramet Routine 

Parameter Address Mnemonic Op code 
&828C LD A\IX +6) DD 7E 6 LSB of PARAMETER 4 
&828F LD B(IX +5) DD 46 5 MSB of PARAMETER 3 

LD C\IX + 4) DD 4E 4 LSB of PARAMETER 3 
LD DIX +3) DD 56 3 MSB of PARAMETER 2 

88298 LD E,UX +2) DD SE 2 LSB of PARAMETER 2 
&829B LD H\(IX +1) DD 66 1 MSB of PARAMETER | 
&829E LD LIX +0 DD 6E 0 LSB of PARAMETER | 
&82Al__RET _c9 is 

Table 2 

Machine code listing for WAIT 

Address Label_Mnemonic __Op code_Comments 
&S2RE cpt FEI compare accumulator 10 1 
48200 RET NZ o return if not zero 

CALL &#298 CD 9B 82; puts value in HL register 
REPEAT LD BC 0450 1F04 put delay count in BC 
LOOP DEC BC 8 decrement BC register 

LDAB 8 transfer B to accumulator 
OR BI logical OR with C 
JR NZLOOP 2 branch to LOOP if not 2 
DEC HL 2B decrement HL register 
LD AH ore transfer H to accumulator 
ORL Bs al OR with L 
JR NZ REPEAT 20 F3 h to REPEAT if not zero] 
RET o urn from routine 
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AMSTRAD CP 

DEFINT c-z 
SPEED KEY 255,255 
ZONE 20 

GOSUB 51 

PRINT“ 

BORDER 13: INK 0,14: INK 1,1:MODE ‘APER O:PEN 

WINDOW 1,40,4,40:WINDOW #1,1,40,1 
10 PAPER #1,2:PEN #1,0:CLS #1 
11 LOCATE #1,20,2:PEN #1, 1:PRINT#1, "High"; USING 

WOVOUSUNH 

12 LOCATE #1,1,2:PEN #1,0:PRINT #1,"Score 0" 
13 INK waar INK 3, 26,15: 

14 x : 

15 LOCATE | :PAPER O:PRINT CHR$(248) 
$=LOWERS ( INKEY$) : WEND 

17 SOUND 2, 1000,1,15,0,0,1 
18 LOCATE O:PRINT " " 

9)+(as="z" AND x>1) 

a 1" AND y<21)+(a$="p" AND y>1) 
21 IF TEST(x*16-8,358-y#16)=2 THEN 34 
22 IF TEST(x*16-8,358-y#16)=3 THEN SOUND 1,10,20,1 
5,0, 1:s=s+50 
23 FOR n=1 TO 2 

24 a=INT(RND*3)—1:b=INT(RND*3)—1:IF a=O AND b=0 TH 
EN 27 
25 IF x+a<i OR x+a>40 OR y+b>22 OR y+b<1 THEN 27 
2 x :PEN 2: =PRINT CHR$ (233) Tnitisyame youmustlandony 26 LOCATE x+a,y+b:PEN 2:PAPER 1:PRINT Cl 

fetal the flashing ted squares which ff 27 NEXT 
random, while 28 IF RND>O.95 THEN LOCATE INT (RND*38) +1, INT(RND*2 

2)+1:PAPER 3:PRINT 
29 s=sti 
30 LOCATE #1,1,2:PEN #1,0:PRINT #1,"Score";USING " 
HERE SS 

program listing is fai 31 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN 31 
and straightforward apart from | 32 as="" 
the control characiers. 33 GOTO 15 

The controls for the game are ff > ae 
Zand XforleftandrightandP 34 BORDER 0,0:INK 0,0:INK 1,10 
and L for up and down. IF INKEY$<>"" THEN 35 

Variables 6 CLS 
h,nS high score and holder 37 RESTORE 64:FOR n=1 TO 10:READ a,b:SOUND 4,a,b,7 

BP ints :NEXT 
a8 ey pressed 38 IF s<h THEN 47 
a,b, general purpose variable 



39 h=s 
"“;PRINT:PRINT TAB(13) "ENTER YOUR INITIALS" 
41 LOCATE #1,20,2:PRINT#1,"“High";USING “####" 3h 
RINT #1," by PEN #1 

hs="" 
3 h$=h$+UPPERS (INKEYS) 

LOCATE #1,34,2:PRINT#1,h¢ 
IF LEN(h$) THEN 47 
GOTO 43 

CLS:LOCATE 1, PAPER O:PEN 1:PRINT"P R 
OEY Wee Rb A Vee 

IF INKEY$<>"" THEN 48 

51 INK 0,0:PAPER O:BORDER O:MODE O:INK 1,13:LOCATE 

7,5:PEN 1:PRINT"SURROUND":INK 2,14 

52 PEN 2:LOCATE 9,7:PRINT CHR$(164);" SJB": INK 4,1 

9:PEN 4:LOCATE 9,9:PRINT"& HCW" 

S53 INK ,16:PEN 3:LOCATE 1,25:PRINT"Press a key to 

play. 
54 FOR n=1 TO 32 

55 READ a:SOUND 1,a,20,7:SOUND 2,a/2,20,7:SOUND 4, 

2a, 20,7 
56 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN RETURN 

57 NEXT 
58 RESTORE 
59 GOTO 54 

60 DATA 225, 253, 225, 284,379, 284,451,451 

61 DATA 225, 253, 225, 284,379, 284,451,451 
42 DATA 225,201, 190,201,190, 225, 201,225 
63 DATA 201, 253, 225, 253, 225, 201,190,190 

64 DATA 478,50, 426,50, 402,25, 426, 25, 478,50, 478,50, 
426,50, 402, 25, 426, 25, 478, 50 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

You play the part of Charlie, 
the church carpenter. 
The idea is to build the 

church tower before the ‘thing” 
‘on the roof moves across to the 
end, and also without being hit 
by the demolition ball. 

‘To do this you must collect a 
ladder, one at a time from the 
right and take it across to the 
scaffolding on the left, When 
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A right Charlie 

Variables 
a,f FOR loops 
¥' position of church door, 

and later position of ‘thing* 
in window 

©,p new position of Charlie 
X.Y new position of demolition 

ball 
xly1_ number of s 

‘demolition ball is 
the x and y direction from it's 
own position 

time incremented for speed of 

a,b_ old position of demolition 
ball 

ed old position of Charlie 
ladder 0 if you're not carrying 

a ladder, 1 if you are 
dist how high up scaffolding 

akes 
all doesn't go through a 

you have built all four ladders 
Up, You must go to the top and 

the tower. 
‘Once this is done the “thing” 

‘on the roof stops moving... but 
‘you still have to place the clock 
in the right place on top of the 
church, 

This is simply done by 
pressing ‘0° when you think it is 
om the right place on the 
chureh, 

@ FOR n=@ TO 
PER 1; AT #,4ene2; 

3@ PRINT INK 

TO 4: PRINT 
Bae": NEXT A 

6@ PRINT INK 23 PAPER 6; 
MpAT 3,25 "UHI" SAT 4, 

45 FOR n=12 TO 7 STEP 
3 INK 25" 
PAPER 63" 

66 FOR 
6+1@: PRINT 

PRINT 

To 8: 

LET time=@: 

INK 

INK 15 

PRINT INK 1;AT 

LET paiS: LET x=1@: LET y=28: LET x 

How it works 
10-75 prints initial screen displa 
80 sets up variables 
90 waits for keypress and sets up 

loop for number of ladders 
100 prints new position of 

Charlie and demolition ball 
102. checks if Charlie has been 

hit 
103 checks if Charlie has 

climbed up to cloc! 
105-130 moves demolition ball 
140 picks ladder up, th 

decreases loop containin 
number of ladders 

150. puts ladder down if you're 
in the right place and if 
you're carrying a ladder 

200 moves Charlie horizontally 
depending on keypress 

210. moves Charlie vertically 
depending on keypress and 
where he is 

215 moves the ‘thing’ on the 
church across depending on 
time 

220 increases time and checks 
to see if time is up 

230 prints ‘thing’ on the church 
290 prints ‘thing’ in one of 

the windows of the church 
500 GOTO 100 
1000-1050 you get hung 
2000-2030 “moves clock across 

and checks 10 see if ‘0" is 
pressed to release clock 

2040 checks if clock is in right 
place 

2050-2080 church tower built! 
5000-5050 gives final assesment 

and asks for another go. 
9000-9010 SAVES and VERIF 

ies a copy of ‘DOOM 
CHURCH 

9050 where program autoRUNs 
fror 

Note: In lines 220, 1050, 2040 
and $000 the INVERSE 
letters should simply be typed 
in as normal letters, but the 
normal-looking letters should 
be typed in as the graphics of 
those letters 

1@ PAPER 7: INK @: BORDER 6: CLS 
FOR f=5 TO 21: PRINT INK 5 PA 

NEXT #2 NEXT 9 

2sAT n,Q5" “SAT ny 

PAPER S;AT neaet, 

PRINT AT m1; PAPER 7 
Teh y1@5 INK 25 

AT 12,v3 PAPER @; INK 

INK 23AT £,271 
20; "K"ZAT 9. 

LET ama: LET bey: LET 



cro: LET d=p 
9@ PAUSE @: LET ladder=@: FOR n=4 TO @ STEP -1: 

LET dist=4en+3 
1@@ LET v=INT (RND*G)*2+11: PRINT AT a,b;" “sAT © 

105" “ZAT c+l,ds" “ZAT Ops "O"ZAT oF1,p3"O": PRINT 
INK 1gAT x,y3"E"3 INK 73 PAPER 1;AT 1@,vp"N"2 LE 

T ceo: LET dep: LET a=x: LET by 
182 IF ATTR (0,p)<256 OR ATTR (o+l,p)<256 THEN G 

0 TO 1200 
183 IF AND p=6 THEN GO TO 2008 
1@5 LET aimxi: LET bi=yt 
AIQIF ATTR (xyyty1)<56 THEN LET yi=tyt=-1)-(yi= 

IF ATTR (x#e1,y)6256 THEN LET xt=(ct=—1)-6t 

BEEP .003,2stine 
IF at=xi AND bisy1 AND ATTR (ctxt ,yty1)<o56 T 
LET xim(xtm-1)— (ett): LET yietyi=-1)—(yi=1) 
PRINT INK IAT xyy3 "EI" 
LET xexexis LET ynytyt 
IF p=3@-n AND ladder=@ THEN PRINT AT a,b;" “ 

: BEEP .1,10: LET ladder=1: FOR f=16 TO 28: PRINT 
AT #,3i-nj" "2 NEXT f NEXT 
15@'IF p=9 AND ladder=1 AND o=ne4+7 THEN BEEP .1 

15: LET ladder=@: FOR f=ne4+5 TO 28: PRINT INK 2; 
AT #,G; "5": NEXT £ 
200'LET p=p+(INKEY#="8" AND p<3@-n AND o=19)—(INK 

EY$="5" AND (o=3 OR (o=19 AND p29))) 
‘21@ IF p=? THEN LET o=o+(INKEYS=' 

NKEYS="7" AND oddist): BEEP .005,10 
215 PRINT AT 7,timeti@; PAPER 7; INK 2;"0 
228 LET time=time+.Q05: IF timed=17 THEN LET af= 
“THE GHING KN SHE CHORCH Gi® YKO": GO TO Sea@ 

PRINT AT 7,time+i@; PAPER 7; INK @; "hi" 
PRINT PAPER 13 INK 73AT 18,v3 
GO TO 100 
REM HANGING 
FOR n=1@ TO @ STEP -.2: BEEP .005,n: NEXT : F 
@ TO 18: PRINT AT n,py PAPER O3"K": NEXT n 
FOR n=l6 TO @ STEP ~1: BEEP .@5,n: BEEP .0@5 
PRINT AT nypy PAPER @;"K"ZAT n¢lspy"L"zAT nt 
QMZAT n+3,py"O"ZAT ne4,p;* “2 NEXT 
LET ai OWE DEMKLIGIKN BALL HI@ YKO 

AND 0619)-(1 

"2 60 

1999 REN MOVING CLOCK 
2000 FOR n=18 TO 1 STEP ~1: PRINT AT n,28;"K";AT 0 
41,205 "L";AT n+2,20;" "2 BEEP .@1,n: NEXT n 

FOR n=28 TO 6 STEP ~1: PRINT AT 1,n3"t 
"ts BEEP 

“sat 2 
iynt NEXT 9 

2928 FOR nmi T PRINT AT 1,n3" "3 PAPER 6; INK 
2p" sJaisJui"y PAPER 75"K"ZAT 2yng" "s PAPER 63" WF GI"5 
PAPER 73"\."3AT 3,ng" "; PAPER 6; "SIH ZW"ZAT 4yng PA 
PER 73" "3 PAPER 65 "sJosiu” 
2030 IF INKEY$<>"@" THEN BEEP .@1,n: NEXT nz FOR 
fm TO 4: PRINT AT #,243" “: NEXT #: GO TO 20 
20 
2040 IF n6>9 THEN LET ag" 

“2 60 TO Seae 
205@ FOR n=S TO 8: PRINT AT n,1@;3 PAPER 65 
ModsJsto"s NEXT 
2060 PRINT AT 5,11; INK 4; PAPER 1;"E2";AT 6,115" 
"2878 FOR f=1 TO 5S: FOR n=i TO 1@: BEEP .@1,ns¢: 
NEXT ni_NEXT 
2088 LET a=@: LET a$="YOU HAVE BUILT THE CHURCH TO 
WER" 
5900 FOR n=@ TO 2 STEP .O8: PRINT AT 3,10; BRIGHT 
13 INK ng "HARD LUCK..." ;AT 3,93 ("CENGRADOLASTENL™ 

] AND a=0)"as;AT 18,12; "ANOTHER GO 7" 
5@1@ IF INKEY#="y* OR INKEYS="Y" THEN RUN 
S@5@ IF _INKEY$<C>"n" AND INKEYSC>"Y" THEN NEXT nz 
60 TO S000 
5040 STOP 
988 SAVE "<<<DOON>>>" LINE 9850 
9010 VERIFY "": RUN 
9958 CLS : PRINT AT 8,7;"Doom church 
9055 FOR n=USR “a" TO'USR "q"+7: PLOT 127,87: DRAW 
RND#255-127,RND*175-87 READ o: POKE nyo! NEXT nz 

THE CLOCK MISSED 

INK 25 

RUN 
H] 9260 DATA 255,0,255, 15, 15,255,8,255,66,66,126,66,6 
6,66, 126,66,56,56, 16,238,254, 198,222,222, 198,124,6 
8,04 ,84,84,84,238,56, 100,226,242, 258, 124,56, 
9878 DATA 3, 14,30,59, 127,111,254, 158, 128,224,240,1 
84,188, 198,254 ,242,254,111,127,59,38,14,3,8,126,15 
6,228, 184,248,224, 128,0,255,1,1,1,255,16,16,16 

|] 9080 DATA’ 24,36,36,36,36,36,24,0,24,36,24,16,8,4,5 
6,24,56,124,250,242,226, 180,56,0,189,255,219,255,1 
89,153, 129,255 
9090 DATA 129,129, 129,129,129, 129,129,255,255,251, 
231,195,195, 129,129, 129,24,24,126,126,24,24,24,24 

Now your 
computer can teach 
you to read faster — 
and remember more! 

‘Did you know that the faster you read, the more you absorb? 
Now SPEED READ will double your reading speed quickly and easly in 

your spare time at home. 
This a major breakthrough in home education which will bring you rapid 

rewards. Businessmen can dramatically cut time spent on paperwork, students 
and schoolchildren will find study easier and more fun, housewives can double 
their reading pleasure. 

SPEED READ helps your computer to help you to 
‘a more rewarding and profitable life, Available on 
cassette for use with BBC Micro B, ZX Spectrum 
48K and Commodore 64 systems, and on disk for 
use with Sirius (MS dos) and IBM (PC dos) ystems. 

Aaailable exclusively from HF-YIN Music, 
Department SR/HCW, 43 Church Hill Road, 
OXFORD OX4 356. 
Presse send me the SPEED READ programe salable or 
‘BBC Mero B/ Commadore 64/2X Spectrum 48K (cassette 
cee (MS don/TBM (PC dos) (4k) system quely* 

Pontcode: 

Terclne cheque /PO® fr (1695 (e. VAT ponage packing forthe ante (2995 (ne 
| YAT sponges packing or be dak 

ot toHLYIN Mune, Dept SR/HCMG4} Church Hil Ra, OXFORD OX4356 [ince 

Its easy to 
complain about 
advertisements. 
But which ones? 

Every week millions of advertisements 
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules 
contained in the British Code of Advertising 
Practice. 

But some of them break the rules and 
warrant your complaints. 

If you're not sure about which ones they 
are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. 

Then, if an advertisement bothers 
you, you'll be justified in bothering us. The. 3 
fan ed ree ee eae hae retrial 
ASA Led, Dept 2 Brook House. Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN 



C64 underground base to one of four 
planets to collect nuclear fuel £1.99 pods. The controls enable you to 

Mastertronic, Park Lorne, 111 rotate your craft left or right, to 
Park Rd, London NW8 7Ji thrust in the direction you ‘are 

facing, or to pick up the pods 
he cheapest using a tractor beam, The ship is 

Commodore game I've seen, so} subject to a gravitational pull, 
didn’t expect too much from it, and just manoeuvring it out into 
but in fact it kept me amused space without crashing takes a 
for longer than many more lot of practic 
expensive ones. Thad considerable difficulty in 

‘The graphics aren't flashy, but picking up even the easy fuel 

£7.95 tougher. 
‘To be honest, the first screen 

Solar Soft, 77 West Dr, Bury, was so tough that I never 
Lanes BL9 SDW managed to complete it, The 

gtaphics are colourful and quite 
Life's tough for our jungle hero, competent. The overall flavour, 
Jim, The cannibals have captur- however, is similar to earlier 
‘ed Jane and it’s down to him to games, like Aztec Challenge. 
save her from the cooking pot. This game is sufficiently 

You're given five screens challenging and attractive to 
depicting the trials and appeal to lovers of arcade action, 
tribulations Jim must suffer. The but if you're looking for 

This is by far 

first four use scrolling. to give originality, look elsewhere. A.W. the game. fast-loads, has key- pods, let along those in complex 
side-to-side motion. First you board and joystick options, and ~ caverns. MN. 
must outrun a lion and avoid instructions 75% sound effects are good. There is 
spears thrown from the side. In ease of use 0% a demonstration mode, and it's instructions 60% 
the second screen you swing on graphics 80% very challenging. 1 can’t judge playability 75% 
retpers, avoiding hungry plants. value for money oo the packaging as I had a pre ics 50% 

release copy value for money 100% 
The scenario: it's the day 

after, Big Brother has been 
estroyed, etc. What you 

actually have to do is to fly a 
small spaceship out of it's 

In the third you outswim Botte er Boas an 
avoid boulders. In the final 
screen you confront the 
cannibals, rescue Jane and it's 
back to the beginning, but 

Africa Safari 
C64 
£7.95 

Simulated Interdisc, 249-251 
Kensal Rd, London W10 SDB 

Timeand &% ‘ees 
travel 

£8.95 

Collecting his gaily coloured 
washing and depositing it in the 

Take your pick from these E , keeps Mr Wong 
iusy indefinitely 

Mr Wong’‘s 
Loopy Laundry 

Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex 
This is 4 graphic adventure set in 
[darkest Africa, You take the part 
‘of Dr Livingstone in his quest for 
ithe Jong lost Kenyan Diamond, 
He is helped by a monkey. You 
jean choose a strong, stupid oe yap ba strange and commonplace | Sele be ee 
Once you've mate'your chose’, times and places. Our experts PME ou or rac. an’ ominous 
you're stuck with him, thoush. its have sampled them all looking bag of laundry and some 
you stray too far away, you may, frighteningly lethal soap suds 

A AX first sight this looks a 
relatively simple game, but don't 

least/west direction, and you can Ibe deceived. The aforementioned 
Imove this way under joystick wrong-doers are always aware of 
leontrol. To move north or south, your movernents. Their mobility 
lor to do anything else, you type| beiween floors, skimming up and 

Beans reptents So. word ldown the various staircases, calls 
command. When moving east/ My for some dexterous sidestepping 
west you have to type in ‘look’ to if you are to help Mr Wong clean 
get_a description of your 
surroundings, as the description 
is not updated unless you do this 

lose him. q 
The locations scroll in an, 

arting out with three lives, a 
lity to scatter 

starch in the faces of your 
his} 

|, so should be used 
sparingly 

Further supplies of starch are 
loffered later in the game, but 
Ihave to. be collected instantly, 

fg befors disappearing quicker than} 
ja swarm of free-range bees. 

Although not mentioned in the 
instructions, Mr Wong's move: 
ments can be controlled with a! 

Inovel twist is thea secret is to keep moving; if you 
try hovering. your energy 

£6.99 plummets. Flying through 
power-orbs, which I had 

Romik, 272 Argyll Av. Slough, difficulty identifying as they are 
I Berks diamond-shaped, replenishes 
Hf your energy. After clearing each 

Titans avoiding enemy missiles. The 
c64 

readily identifiable, 
" According to the instructions, 

up. 

f ‘and not all of the objects are| 

rienced adventurer 
able to complete this 

fourteen days. 1 didn’t 
complete it sof can't really 
eomment on this. There het 
sheet available if you get stuck 
think Wil send off for it now! 

M. 

My knowledge of ancient history level’ of monsters you climb 
isn’t all that great, but somehow steps, jumping over obstacles as 
I don’t remember the rider of you go. 
Perseus the winged horse being — The early levels are rather dull 
armed with a cosmic lance... oh as the monsters are too few and 

ey & well, game writers must be far between, but it improves, and F 
instructions allowed {0 take a few liberties fortunately you can select your joystick as well as the keyboard, 
‘playability some ‘with plots. In this one you have own starting level. Not bad, but The Chinese style of back: 
graphics 75% to destroy nine levels of harpies, not a classic game. MN. {ground music enhances the visual 
Jvale for money 70% gorgons, cyclops and other impact’ of ihis splendid 

lunrecognisable monsters with the instructions 0% jeame. DH. 
an audience with the sacred graphics 65% instructions 998% 

Boe. Psp value for money 0% | aoa tote 
‘ou! have to tide backwards raphics 0 

and forwards against a seroling value for money 80% 
background of temples and other 
classical buildings, shooting fk kk ok | 
everything that moves and 

fy RE 
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Thinking 
logically 

The ZX81 and Spectrum com- 
puters (in common with most 
other micros) evaluate IF... 
THEN statements by assigning 
a numerical value to the 
conditions between the IF and 
THEN. To convince you of that 

look a little Line 20 may 
strange. The brackets enclose a 
condition (as might be used in 
an IF... THEN statement). The 

the 
the 
the 

variable B is assigned 
numerical value which 
computer gives to 
condition. 
When you RUN the 

program, you should get two 
lists of figures; on the left are 
random numbers between 0 and 
1, and at the centre of the 
screen, the list should be 
comprised of Is and zeroes. 
Check down the two rows. If 
the random number is less than 
0.5, then the number at the 
centre of the screen should be 1 
When the random number is 

greater or equal to 0.5 then 
variable B has the value 0. In 
other words, when the 
condition is true, the computer 
assigns a value of 1 to the 
condition, and when it is false, 
it receives a value of 0. 

If you need further convine- 
ing that the IF... THEN state- 
ment actually works on 
numbers, here is another 
routine to try: 

10 INPUT K 
20 IF K THEN GOTO 50 
30 PRINT K;** is false” 
40 GOTO 10 
50 PRINT K;** is true” 
60 GOTO 10 

As before, line 20 may look 
odd. In this case, there is no 
condition between the IF and 
THEN, just the variable K. 
When you RUN the program, 

Follow David Nowotnik’s 
advice and programming al 

2X81 and Spectrum will be 
easier. His tips can also help 

with other micros, too 
enter numerical values. 

Only when zero is entered will 
the ‘false’ message appear. Any 
other value, positive or 
negative, will ‘give the ‘true’ 
message. Convinced? The 
important thing: to remember, 
of course, is that a true 

mn is given a value 1, and 
condition is zero. 

So far, this aspect of the 
computer’s operation may just 
appear to be a curiosity, but 
there are some practical 
applications of logic. I shall be 
demonstrating two; if readers 
have any more I'd like to hear 
about them. 
Some micros have the 

command structure REPEAT 
.UNTIL included in _ their 
version of BASIC. These 
commands are like FOR. 
NEXT insofar as they allow you 
to form a loop, but instead of 
circulating around the loop a 
fixed number of times, the loop 
is REPEATed UNTIL a 
condition is met. 

The REPEAT command (like 
FOR) marks the start of the 
loop, and UNTIL (like NEXT) 
marks the end. You can mimic 
REPEAT... UNTIL on your 
ZX81 or Spectrum by using the 
computer’s numerical evalua- 
tion of conditions. Here is an 
example: 

10 REM REPEAT 
20 LET A=RND 
30 PRINT A 
40 GOTO 50-40*(A ¢ .95) 
50 REM UNTILA ) =.95 

Line 10 marks the start of the 
loop, and line 40 marks its real 
end (line 50 just gives you the 
equivalent UNTIL statement). 
The program again uses 

random numbers (between 0 
and 1), which are printed on the 
screen. 

The important line is 40, 
which decides which line 
follows 40, depending on the 
value of the variable A, the 
random number just produced. 
If the condition (A ¢ .95) is met, 
then line 40 becomes GOTO 
50-40%(1) (=10), and if the 
condition is not met, line 40 is 
GOTO 50-40*(0) (+ 50). Hens 
you have created a conditional 
loop. 

A second command you can 
is ON...GOTO/GOSUB. mimi 

This Microsoft BASIC 
command has the following 
syntax: 

ON A GOTO 10000,20000, 
3000,4000 

The command depends on a 
variable (in this case A) having 
a positive integer value of 
limited range. The numbers 
after GOTO are line numbers to 
which the program jumps 

depending on the value of A. 
If A equals one, the first is 

selected; if A equals two then 
the second number is selected, 
and so on. The last sentence| 
mimics the way you would 
probably tackle that problem 
on the ZX81 or Spectrum — 
several IF...THEN lines, but 
you could compress them into 
one line as: 

GOTO 2000*(A = 1) +2500*(A 
=2)+3800%(A =3) 

All expressions between the 
plus signs equate to zero 
except when the condition (in 
brackets) is met. Hence, the 
final value will be 2000, 2500, 
or 3800 depending on whether 
A=1, 2, or 3. You could use 
the command GOSUB in 
exactly the same way. 

Another way to mimic ON... 
GOTO is: 

GOTO VAL 
000"»)(A\ 

(110020503 1104 
-3 TO A*4) 

The expression uses _ the 
powerful ZX string slicing 
facility to produce the 
substrings ‘1100"} ‘2050’; or 
**400"" for values of A of 1, 2, 3 
and 4 respectively. VAL 
converts the substring to a 
numeric value, the line number 
to GOTO (or GOSUB). 

so ea EM 
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Castie Quest 
BBC 

£12.95 
Micropower, Sheepscar House, 
North St, Leeds 
“Bet you £1 you can’t crack it’ is 
the ‘advertising slogan which 
accompanies this new mega- 
game. Never having been one to 
pass up the chance to earn a fast 
buck I spent half last night 
scurrying aimlessly around the 
castle, 

Castle Quest falls fairly and 
squarely into the arcade/adven- 
ture category, but on a grand 
scale. The game employs Micro- 
power’s revolutionary new 
‘Scrollerama’ system, allowing 
full screen scrolling in all four 
directions. 

In true adventure fashion there 
is a right and wrong way to do 
things. If you are not carrying 
the correct object, or more 

Azimuth 3000 
C64 £8.99 

interceptor, Lindon 
iGreen, Tadiey, Hants 

Hse, The 

[This new product from Inter 
ior will solve most, if not all, 

\ding problems 
It’s a kit consisting of a clever 

piece of software, special screw 
Jdriver and instruction manual 
With this it’s extremely simple to 
ladjust the head alignment of the 
(C2N so accurately that it fault- 
lesly loads programs up to 3000 
baud, 

‘fier one short demonstratio 
1 had no problems adjusting my + 
Idata recorder and managed to 
load a couple of programs which 
had previously been unloadable. 

The manual is very clear and 
takes. you step by step through 
the adjustment procedure. The 
software is very easy to use and 

I the whole procedure needn't take 
Imore than five minutes. 

This kit is a must for any COs 

— 

S 
tape user. Not only will it save a 
lot of frustration, it will also save| 
money for software houses: far! 
fewer tapes will be returned as| 
faulty 

It comes complete with an| 
larcade game Bandana City on 
the. reverse, which is turbo] 
loaded at 3000 baud and means| 
you can check your final 
adjustment. 

‘Azimuth 3000 will be publish 
led in a number of languages for 
the export market. Interceptor 
|warns that you should be wary of 

since these won't 
ial precision tape| 

‘and could produce worse results| 
than before 

Itis, of course, re-usable and I 
recommend it to all C64 cassette| 

users 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Kw KK 
) ZZ" 

% 

=e have the object but_ adie die die ald 

fail to use it for it’s correct 
purpose, then you are in for a 
pretty short game. You'd be 
surprised how quickly you can 
get through four lives. 

The high spots of the game are 
the puzzles. One such brain 
strainer is encountered when you 
are captured by the green guards 
and cast into a dungeon to 
starve. The dungeon contains a 
torch, a stool and a bed. Via 

Amstrad 
cPCc464 
£8.95 

ford, Essex 

some extremely inventive poten % program, 
manipulation of these three items sino, this game entices You Disappointingly, my hopes of you can manufacture your into a Las Vegas lifestyle that hearing some exciting and 
escape, you probably cannot afford. original sounds from Amstrad The more I play this game, the As it's name implies, you are were not to be realised. A lost more I get the sneaking feeling 
that this is one questor who 
won't be collecting his winnings dependent upon Lady Luck, ivan Microgeemer aR. Control of the machine is from Creativ 

" the keyboard as defined in the “*U¥® ge insicictions 85% comprehensive instructions given instructions 
playabil 95 On the cassette inlay. playability pais 100 Included are all the well Eraphics” 
value for mone) 90 established features of these Value for mon« money snatchers with hold, 

nudge, gamble a 

Tricks and 
treats 

Here's a real assortment: plus 
Micropower's Castle Quest and 

Azimuth 3000 from 
Interceptor 

Extensive use of multiple 
statements is permitted, the Diamond - i computer vocabulary running to Amstrad some 300 words is controlled 

cpc4a64 by a sophisticated “language analyser. 
£7.95 This graphic adventure 

Hewson, Milton Trading Estate, includes pictures that fill the 
Milton, Abingdon, Berks whole screen very quickly, and 
The Fantasia diamond was stolen aM be removed equally speedily, 
and taken to the fortress across by using the enter key 
the river, your quest isto recover _,. With graphics removed, the 
this magnificent jewel. dialogue between you and the 

Oat f0nr ome computer is on a split screen. The 
encounter many different Computer messages occupy the 
characters including the top two thirds, leaving the 
Guardian, the toy Robot and the mainder for your own inputs. 
Conductor. Each character Helpfully, your last several 
having his own idiosyncrasies, Moves remain in vision, allowing 
some helpful to you. in your an immediate check on'the route 

5 

you will 

wNYsearch, others distinctly ‘ken to your present location. 
unhelpful instructions 80% Incorporated within the playability 90% 
program are several cameo graphics 90% 
problems and puzzles. Your own Value for money 80% Intuition is called upon to solve 
these and help you along. the Kwek kk 
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Amsoft, 169 Kings Rd, Brent- 

Flushed with the excitement of 
only having five pounds between 
you and the desert beyond the 

sat in front of a one armed 
bandit, your future precariously 

id collect. These 

1 Jt £0 
Fruit Machine features give you some 

semblance of controlling your 
inevitable destiny. A renewed 
familiarity with that old feeling 
of false security comes flooding 
back. (What mis-spent youth?) 

Winner spinners are a unique 
feature of this pound pincher, 
adding considerably to the pot of 
gold. 
Good graphics _colourfully 

enhance the visual impact of this 

opportunity of innovative pro- 
gramming here, and such an 
‘obvious opportunity to be 

Manic Miner 
Amstrad 
cPc464 
£8.95 

My Amsofi, Brentwood Hse, 169} 
Kings Rd, Brentwood, Essex 
Miner Wily from Surbiton has} 
discovered evidence of a lost 
civilisation buried deep inside a| 
mine at the earth’s core. 

Scrolling smoothly across the} 
base of the screen is a humorous| 
message setting the mood-of the| 
lgame. 

[ee | 

a “@ Racing speedily through the 
many chambers that Wily willl 
visit, the demonstration sequence| 

nly’ serves to confirm your 
earlier expectations. 

Wily needs to collect the! 
assortment of shimmering keys; 
that are scattered throughout the| 
labyrinth, before moving on to} 
the next chamber. 

You control Wily’s movements| 
either with keyboard or joystick 

Backed by | 
musical introduction, 
ful title page is a foretaste of the| 
superior quality of this program. 

Adequate instructions are! 
printed on the cassette inlay 
card. 

This game instructions are 
printed on the cassette inlay 
card. 

This game is now available on 
most micro’s and thankfully this| 
lconversion incorporates all the 
sophisticated graphic and sound| 
commands specific to the 
Amstrad, 
Watch out for the manic 

mining robots and lots of other 
nasties who are out to get you. 
Not being a master player, I saw 
lots of ‘Game Over’ screens, and| 
was promptly stomped on. to| 
boot! Hilarious family fun. D.H. 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 
kkk ke OE 
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COMMODORE 64 PROGRAM 

Make believe you're a quickshot 
with this game for the 
Commodore 64, You need to be 
fast on the draw to beat your 
‘opponent. 

You have wwo minutes to 
shoot at and avoid being shot at 
by your opponent, The winner 
is the one with most hits against 
his/her opponent, 

Use two joysticks or a 
joystick in port two and keys t 
for up, 2 for right, space for fire 
and left arrow for down. 

300-368 sound routines 
500-560 fire routines plus check 

for a hit 
600-604. print ni 
3000-3089 sprite d 

nd scores 

Variables 
Y_ video chip start register 
Y1/¥2 positions of men 
DS/JS joystick variables 
PS/KS equal one if men are 

poised to fire 
JC/DC 

How ii 
0-11 read in sp 
1-14 Hints on conversion 

Conversion should b 
possible, Replace sprites wit 
UDGs and sound routines with 
those for your own micro, 
Replace collision detect with a 
PEEK routine that checks if 
PLAYER A's bullet is in the 
same place as PLAYER B's man. 

et up sprites 

if men go off screen, 
ing them back on 

game routine, 

s and get names 

© REMse*BY ANDY CLARKE <C) 198 
© REM CLR 
1 PRINT" 1POKES3290 ,01POKES3201,61CLR 

10702 16: FORT=8706: 
6447 -WtNEXTINEXT 
TO621POKEZ19464+T 0 
1ORT=34THENPOKE2 1996: 1, 2551NEXT 

NexT 
REM CLR CLR 
PRINT*d" 1GOSUB204: PRINT" 
v953248:POKEVs21 ,e1G0SuBE00 
POKEV+37,71POKEV+38, 18 
POREV+38,21POREV+a 
POKEV+41,181POKEV+42 
POREV,701POKEV+2,258 
POKEV+28,31POKEV+33,.8 
POREZOS0,2161POKE2O41,2141Y1=601¥29200!TIS="800000" 
POKE2042,218+POKE2043,2191POKEV+21,15 
POKEV+4 ,701POKEV+5,250 

32 POKEV+S-Y11POKEV#7 -¥2 
POKEV+1 -Y11POKEV#3,¥2 
OS=PEEK (56320)! JS*PEEK (56321) 
IF 3S«254THENY 1=¥1-5!GOSUBS08!PS=0 
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44 1FOS=126THENY2=¥2-S1GOSUBSO4 :kS=i 
46 IFDS=125THENY2<Y2+S:GOSUBSeGKS=8 
48. IF JS*253THENY! =Y1+5:GOSUBS 121PS=8 
5S. 1F5S=247THENPOKE2040,217:PS=1 
52 IFDS=123THENPOKE2O41,2151KS=1 
54. IFPS=1ANDJS=239THENPOKE240,216:G0SUESze 
536 IFKS=1ANDOS=111THENPOKE2@41 ,214:GOSUBSSe 
60 IFYI<#28THENY1=248 
Gi IFYe<e2eTHENY2=248 
62 IFY1>=250THENY!=28 
63 IFY2>=250THENY2=30 
G4 IFVALCTI®) >=200THENIO® 
78 coTo3e 
99 ENO 
99 REM CLR-. 9#CRO- 9¥CRR-UMT 
100 PRINT AAA VORRMT ME UP! | 
1e2 Gosusa6a 
104 POKEV+21,a 
185 REM CLR- 64CRO 
186 PRINT" mmm” 
107 REM 74CRR-LRO LT 100 PRINT*DRRRRMMED’/NEC1>?* SCOREDEME IC 
103 REM CRO- 7#CRR-LL LMT 
110 PRINT *sRRRMMMMEI" /NEC2)* SCORED! w*s0C 
112 IFJC>OCTHENK®11G0TO118 
114 xB 
116 TFJC*OCTHENK*@1G0TO124 
117 REM 24CRO- 78CRR-LON WRT 
116 PRINT RnammmMMMITHEREFORE 
119 REM 7#CRR-LON 
120 PRINT*MMMMMMMBTS THE WINNER! | 1° 
121 REM CRO- 74CRR 
122 PRINT" RMRMMBBELL DONE}! 1111) *sG0TO198 
123 REM 24CRO- 7¢CRR-LON 
124 PRINT OMMMRBRENTHIS MEANS YOU HAVE ORAMNI | 1 1* 
125 REM CRD- 74CRR 
126 PRINT*RRMMMAMBETTER LUCK NEXT GO.* 
129 REM CRO 74CRR-GRI 
130 PRINT*MAMMMRMBMONOTHER GO? (Y/N>* 
192 GETAS: IFAS=*¥*THENRUNIE 
134 1FASC>*N°THENI32 
196 ENO 
198 REM 116CRO- GeCRR-LHT 
200 PRINT A AAPARERE 15 
202 RETURN 
203 REM HOM-  44CRO-LMT 
204 PRINT" mmm" GoSuB3ee 
206 Ase" 

eo" :cosusese 
e*:cosus2se 

eosuaese 
© © e*:cosusese 
© © ercosusese 
© © e*:cosusese 

1Gosue2se 
FEM — 2¢CRO-LRO LGN LOL 
= "MMOEY BANOY CLARKE &KC)1984**GosUBeserGoTOZSe 
REM — GeCRR 
PRINT*MMMMMN ) {FORT=1TOLENCAS) 
BeeMIoscAs,T,1) 
PRINTBS) 1 1FBS=* “THENeSE 
(GOSUB2 101 FORK=1TO2OINEXTK 1POKEHF ,@ 
REM CRU 
NEXT! PRINT!PRINT#C #RETURN 
FORT=1TO2COBtNEXT 
FEM CLR 
PRINT a 
REM  3eCRO- 3¥CRR-YEL LRO 
PRINT MMRMMESET GER SIX SHOOTERS READY. * 
REM CRO- 3#CRR-YEL LGN 
PRINT*MMMMEITLIO BOF YER MUST FIGHT IT OUT.* 
REM CRO- 3eCRR-YEL LOL 
PRINT*MMMREISCORE UMOST HITS TO BECOME THE* 
REM CRO- 34CRR-YEL 
PRINT*MMMMEEUPREME GUNFIGHTER! | 1* 
REM 34CRD- S#CRR-LRO 
PRINT ROMRMENTER NAME! 
REM CRD- S#CRR-YEL LNT 
PRINT" MMMARMEIGUNF IGHTER i") t INPUTNECI> 
IFLENCNS¢ 139 8 THENNS( 1 @LEFTSCNSCI>,€) 

275 REM CRO- S#CRR-YEL WHT 
276 PRINT"MMRMMMEIGUNF IGHTER 2m") ¢ INPUTNEC2> 
277 IFLENCNS(2)) )BTHENNS(2)=LEFTS<NS<2>,8) 
281 REM 34CRO- SeCRR-LHT 
282 PRINT" MMMMMRMRMPRESS ‘FIRE’ * 
204 IFPEEK(S6320)=1 1 1ORPEEK (56321 )=238THEN2SE 
286 GoTO2es 
290 RETURN 
300 Voes42961AT=5427718U=54278 
302 LneS42761HF=54273 
304 POKEAT,32!POKESU,255 
306 POKEWN 1251RETURN 
310 POKEVO. 151POKEHF , 5+ RETURN 
312 GOSUB3¢01FORK«1STOSSTE! 
314 POKEAT, 15!POKEWA, 12¢ 
316 NEXT 
318 cosussse 
32¢ cosussse 
332 POKEAT,321POKESU,2531POKEWA,21 
334 POKEHF+14,201POKEVO, 143 
336 FORD=1 TORO POKEHF ,D1POKEV +48 ,DINEXT 
338 FOKEV+40,61POKE2048,2171POKE2O41,2161G08UB350!RET 

URN 
240 cosussse 
242 POKEAT,321POKESU,25S'POKEWA,21 
244 POKEHF+14,281POKEVO, 143 
346 FORD=1 TORO! POKEHF ,01POKEV+38,DINEXT 
348 POKEV+38,21POKERG4 1 ,2151POKEZ04€,2101G08UB350'RET 

URN 
350 FORC#54272T0542661POKEC 
368 cosussse 
362 POKEAT, 321 POKESU,255'POKEWA,21 
384 POKEHF+14,20 
386 POKEVO,143:FORT=1TO1e8 

POKEHR , T1NEXT! GOSUB3S6IRETURN 

NEXTIRETURN 

|RTHENPOKERO41,2131RETURN 
RETURN 

JOTHENPOKERO4 1,811 RETURN 
RETURN 

JAB) #8 1OTHENPOKER OAS 
RETURN 

AL ERETURN 

see cosuesi2 
524 FORT=70T02558TEPS 1POKEV+4,T 
526 IF T>BCOANDCPEEK <V +38) ANDS )*8THENGOBUB338 1070538 
S28 NEXTIPOKE2O46,217:RETURN 
590 Ts25613C=JC+1 1G0SUB6801POKEV+30 
550 cosuesi2 
554 FORT=250TOOSTEP-S1POKEV+S,T 
556 IF T<188ANO (PEEK (\V +30 )ANOS) =8THENGOSUB3481G0TOSGI 
S5@ NEXT!POKEZO41,215:RETURN 
560 T=61DC*DC+ 1 1G0SUBGG0!POKEV+38,01RETURN 
599 REM HOM- G¥CRR-LRO  4eCRL-LOL 
600 PRINT" MAMMMMRRED" NSC 1>, , “MME 1 EC2 > 

RETURN 

GOI REM GSCRR-YEL G4CRR 
602 PRINT" ARRRMRMRET") JC, “mmmmmME OC 
604. RETURN 
3000 REM COMBOY FRONT #1 
2001 DATAG,0,0,0,168,0,0 
3002 DATAIGS,0. 10,178, 128,0,116 
3003 DATAG,€,252,0,0,220,0 
3004 DATAG-40,0,1,169,0,5 
3005 DATAIGS 64,20, 165,60,48, 168 
3006 DATASE,0, 168,0,8,168,0 
2007 DATAG,64,0,0,84,0,0 
300¢ OATAGS.0,0,65,0-0,66 
2008 DATAG,0,130,128,2,128,0 
2010 REM COMBOY FRONT W2 
2011 OATAG,2,0.8,168,0,0 
3812 DATAIGS.0, 10,170, 128,0,116 
32813 DATAG,0,252,0,0,220,0 
2014 DATAS,48,e,1,169.6,5 
2015 DATAIGS 64,20, 168,08,48, 168 
3016 DATASS.0,168,0,0,168,0 
2017 OATAO,64,0,0,04,0,1 
O18 DATASS.8,1,4,0,2,4 

3015 DATAS,18,6,0,0,10,8 
202 REM COWBOY BACK # 1 
3021 DATAG.0,0,8,168-0,8 
3822 DATAIGS 0. 18,176, 128-8, 166 
2023 DATAO,0,168,0,0,236,0 
2024 DATAG,46-0,1,169.0,/5 
3825 DATAIGS,64,20,166,68,48,168 
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2828 DATAG,0,138,128,2,128,8 

DATAG,€,0,8,168,0,0 
3032 DATAIGS 0, 16,178, 128,8, 168 
3033 DATAG,, 168.0. 
3034 DATAC,48,0,1, 16 DATAG,€,168,0,6,168,0 

3057 DATAG.04,0,0,20,0,8 
4 

3028 DATAGS.0,1,4,8,2,4 306@ REM COMBOY RIGHT #1 
3039 DATAG, 18,8,8,0,10,0 3061 DATAG.0,€,8,168,0,0 
3040 REM COMBOY LEFT Wi 3062 OATAIGS,C,18,176,128,0,244 
3041 DATAG,,8,8,168,0,0 3863 DATAG.6,252,0,0,244,0 

3865 OATAIS2.6,8, 148 
3868 DATAIS2,2, 168 
3867 DATAG,84,0,0, 
3068 DATABO.0 
3069 DATAG,, 126,00 
307@ REM COWBOY RIGHT We 
3071 DATAB,6,0,0,168,0,0 
3072 DATAIG8,6, 18,176, 128, 
3873 OATAB,©,252,0,0,244 

DATAI76,128,0,1 
DATA4S 20,220 ,00,5,49,64 
onTAL 
OATAIGS, 
DATAS, 128-04,8,168,05,104 305@ REM COWBOY LEFT #2 

* f N f ‘ i\ ‘i ; } i 

ay \ ) il \ A ti 
“aa 

RETURN FROM PARIS TREASURE HUNT TANK TRACKS 
Fly, drive or hitch “can 003.5 get the Work your way around the map and Program a tank to reach its base, 
secrets home? Use your skills to find the two keys to the treasure Beware of minis and the ‘Edge of the 
choose appropriate transport on each «Beware main roads are dangerous World Ideal as an introduction to 
stage of the journey. Excellent use of Mode 7 graphics problem solving. Programs consist o 
BBC Disk only. £11.95, brings map reading skills alive ~ 2 three commands ~ F = forward, L 

programs, one uses references, one tum left and R = turn right. 

; ‘compass directions. BBC £9.95 Disk £11.95 
BBC £12.00 Disk €14.00 

‘ke ALL THREE ON DISK £26.00 yr 

EQUATIONS OF LINES: Demonstrates the graphs produced by equations — type in your own equation and see the graph appear 
ED 1 — includes: Think of a Word, Counting On, Pye Charts, Simple Division Each €6.95 Disk £9.00 
All these programs are used in our school — All were written with the Educational user in mind. 

Prices inclusive of postage and packing. VAT not included ~ add 15%. DISCOUNT — 5% schools. 15% Special Schools. 

SUMMERFIELD SOFTWARE iiaver wos ware tee 
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Jump to reach 
the next level 
— but watch 
out for moving 
holes and 
monsters! 
Kevin Clarke's 
game should 
keep you on 

Fern BA gas 
Poplin? SVE 



@ REM #* K.CLARKE 1904 #« 
1ORESTORES9@: HI%=@: @%=@: Im@s DIMP (56) : PROCp: J=2 
2OC$=CHR$248+CHRS2491 DemCHR#250+CHRS251 1 NODE21 

3ODItin (6) :DIMb (6) #n (1) #22420 (2) =22B1n (3) =2322n 
4) #2361 (5) =24Qin (6) =2442b (1) =S2b (2) —52b (3) =2B (4) 
S132b (5) =72b (6) =! 

4QU%=~561 DIMBA (6): BA(1) 6: BA(2) #111 BA(3)=14: BAC 
49173 BA (5) #201 BA (6) =5t xx@RND (5) +11 DIMBC (6) 1BC(1) = 
G2 BC (2)=111BC(3)=141BC(4) 172 BC (5) =281 BC (6) =: xy= 
ND(S)+i:qe@:quagils=" 

SODINAS (7) 1 PROCS: PROCA: FX=6: G%=92 HKm12s I%=1 1 I%= 
AS Kim Bs L%eSi M21 t VEL 9 KUM ERIS KR A—1 1 SRST 
RINGS(20," "):S8=" ":C%=2s Die3s E%—4: NZmSs 0%: 
Sar Wke=172 0%"8 

6OAX=6: BKB: SKB: LX=S: LEX=1 
7OREPEAT: PROCM: xX=X%+ 1%: 1 %mFNi 
@OIFi%ex%THENPROCD ELSEIF’ %ex%-1%THENPROCD 
9OPROCE 
1@QIF LE%>1 AND X%=qw AND Y%=BC (xy) THENPROCk 
$1COLOURS: PRINTTAB (X% , ¥%) D#} TAB (XX~1%,Y%) $5 TAB 

(XK4C%,, Y%) 581 PRINTTAB (X%, 2%) C8} TAB (X%—1%, 2%) S85 TAB 
(OX%4C%, 2%) $1 IFAX*OXANDBXTHENPROCK ELSEIFA%=0% AND 
X26 2THENPROCLE 
12B1F XX< IXTHENPROC] @ ELSEIFX%>17THENPROCr i 
ASQUNTIL LX<1% 
14QPRINTTAB (5,15) 5 "GAME OVER" 1 FORF=1TO9@@@: NEXT: 

CLS: PROCEND 
15@PROCS: VDU23; 8202; @; 8}; :GOTOSE 
16QDEFPROCLE? J=@: SOUND2,~10, 50, 18: SOUND! ,-10,51, 

10: COLOUR: Bi=o%: LE%=LEX*i : PRINTTAB (0%, YX) #3 TAB(O 
% 2%) V3 TAB (7, 29) LEX: AX=O%s XXmSs YER231 2hMVK—1%t PRO 
CAr ge: que® 

1 7OR@RND (5) +11 F$=S$+CHRS (n (R) )+CHRE (n(R) +1) +58E 
$"5$+CHRS (n (R) +2) +CHRE (n (R)+3) +55 

180J=LEXMOD2 
190PRINTTAB (B,BA (xx) ) ¥$; TAB(@,BC (xy) ) ¥#3 TAB(@,BA 

(00) =1) ¥85 TAB (@ BC (xy) 1) V2 xye@s xxe@s IF Je@THENKy 
=RND(5) +1: quad 

2OOIF J=1THENKx=RND(S) +11 q=@ 
2101 F LEZMODS=@THENxy=RND (5) +1 :xx=RND(5)+1 
22ENDPROC 
23QDEFPROCH: AS (1%) =RIGHTS (AS(T%) ,1%) +LEFTS (AS (1% 

) UX) 28 (CX) #RIGHTS (AS (CZ) , VX) +LEF TS (AS(CX) ,1%) 2S 
(DX) #RIGHTS (AS (DX) , 1%) +LEFTS (AS (DX) ,V%) 18 (EX) =RIG 
HTS (AS (EX) , VX) +LEF TS (AS (EX) , 1%) 2S (NZ) ©RIGHTS (AS (N 
%) 41%) +LEFTS (AS (NX) ,VX) 
24QPROCL evel (LEX) 
25QA$ (OX) “RIGHTS (AS (OX) , VX) +LEFTS (AS (OX) ,1%) #COL 

QURO%: PRINTTAB (0% ,F%) AS (1%) 5 TAB (0% ,G%) AS (CX) | TABLO 
Hi) AS (DX) 5 TAB (0%, 3%) AS (EX) 5 TAB (OX, KX) AS (NT) 5 TAB( 

0% JM%) AS (0%) sENDPROC 
2sQDEFPROCS: PLOTS9 ,@, 28: DRAW!279, 28: DRAW1279, 280 

+ DRAW , 208: DRAWG,28 
27@PRINTTAB(3,2) "BOUNCING BENNY": AS=STRINGS (20,C 

HR#252) : COLOURS: PRINTTAB (@,24) A$: COLOUR7: PRINTTAB( 
1,27) "SCORE: 88000" ; TAB (13) "LIVES"; TAB (1,29) “LEVEL 

? PRINTTAB (16,29) "3": COLOURS: PRINTTAB (8,3) CHRS253 
5 CHR$2545 CHR$255: ENDPROC 
‘2BQDEFPROCA: FORF=1 TOS: A=RND (17) +1: B=18-ArAg(F)=S 

TRINGS(A,CHR$252)+" "+STRINGS (B,CHRS252) : NEXT: END 
PROC 
‘29@DEFPROCD: COLOUR7: S%=S%-1@: 1=LEN(STRS(S%)) :PRO 

(CPs PRINTTAB (12-1 ,27) 38%: YLAVU*+DKr LAV A— 1%: ALAALSIE 
1 BXe1: IFS%*oX%THENPRINTTAB (10,27) 35% 

\ 

J@OIFAX<@S PROCO 
31ENDPROC 
32@DEFPROCU: PROCM: COLOUR7? S%=S%+10: 1 =LEN(STR#(S% 

)) sPRINTTAB (X%, ¥%) $3 TAB (X% 2%) $5 TAB(12-1 ,27) 9%1¥ 
mY A—DUt ZV K-1%s ALMAN-1%t Bio %2 ENDPROC 

S3QDEFPROCK: A%=6: COLOUR7? SOUNDO ,-10,20,33 SOUNDO, 
18, 20,51 SOUNDO ,~18, 30, 10: V%=231 2HmVA~ 1%: BKmOrL Kel 
%-1%s VDUSA , 16,29,L%+48; ENDPROC 

34@QDEFPROCE! IFINKEY (U%) ANDINSTR (AS (AX) , S$) =x%THE 
NPROCU 

SS@IF Je@ AND X%=qw AND Y%=BC(xy) THEN PROCK 
36IF J=1 AND X%=q AND YX@BACxx) THEN PROC! 
37@X%0x%= CINKEY (Q%) AND. X%<17) + CINKEY (W%)AND X24 

S@QENDPROC 
39QDEFFNi INSTR (AS (AX+1%) ,S$) 1 ENDPROC 
‘4QQDEFPROCP: PRINTTAB (, ¥%) ¥83 TAB (@, 2%) Y#: ENDPROC 
41QDEFPROC] evel (LEY) s IFLE%<2THENENDPROC 
420 1FLEXMODS=@THENPROCLEFT: PROCRIGHT: ENDPROC 
43O1FJ"@THEN PROCLEFT ELSEPROCRIGHT 
‘44QENDPROC 
45@DEFPROCLEFT: IFqw>@THENqweqw-1 ELSEPRINTTAB (qu 

+ BC (xy) )L$3 TAB (qu, BC (xy) —1)L$1xy=RND (5) +12qwet7. 
46@COLOURD (R) : PRINTTAB (qu, BC (xy) E83 TAB (qu yBC (xy 

)=-1) F#s ENDPROC 
47QDEFPROCRIGHT: [Fq<i7THENG=q+! ELSEPRINTTAB(q,B 

A000) L$} TAB (gy BA (xx) ~1) L82 x@RND (5) +12 "0 
4BQCOLOUR b (Rs PRINTTAB(q,BA(xx) ES} TAB (q,BA (xx) 

1) #1 ENDPROC 
49@DEFPROCOs PRINTTAB (X% 2%) C5 TAB(X%, Y%) D#1 FORF= 

1709+ (LEX) t IFENi=x%THEN PROCD: ENDPROC 
S@QIFX%=q ANDYK@BA(xx)OR X%equ ANDYZ=BC (xy) THENP 

ROCK: ENDPROC 
Si @PROGM: SOUNDO,-1@,F ,21NEXTF 1 ENDPROC 
‘S2@DEFPROCEND: I=1: PRINT “SPC (3) 5 

BENNY" 
SS@IF S%HIX% THEN HI%=S% 

BOUNCING 

S4QPRINT'" — HI-SCORE?";HI%""" YOUR SCORE: ";S. 
% 

SS@PRINT PRESS" ’'" SPACE BAR TO START: 
COLOURS: PRINT "SPC (9)C#"SPC(9) DS 

‘S6QPROCMusic 
‘S7BIF NOT INKEY(-99) THEN S60 
S8@CLS: COLOUR: ENDPROC 
‘S9@DEFPROCSTART: COLOUR: 

NG BENNY’ 
6@@COLOUR1 : PRINT 

RINT “SPC(3) “BOUNCI 

CONTROL HIM USING,“ * *SPC(S) 
“°Q" LEFT" ’“SPC(S)""W" RIGHT" '"SPC(S)""P’ UP":COLO 
URS: PRINT PRESS! SPACE BAR TO START” 
COLOUR7 

@10PROCMusic 
&6201F NOT INKEY(~99) 
@3@CLS: ENDPROC 
GSQDEFPROCmusic: I=1+1 
@501F 1>56 THEN T=1 
46@SOUND1 ,-18,P(1) ,5 
67QENDPROC 
S8QDEFPROCp: FORF*1TOS6: READA: P (F) @A: NEXTF: ENDPRO 

THEN 610 

c 
A9ODATA 33,49,61,73,81,73,61,49,33,49,61,73,8157 

3461,49,53, 69,81 ,93, 101 ,93,81,69,33,49,61,73,81,73 
361,49, 61,77,89,101 , 109,181 ,89,77,53,69,81,93, 101, 

1,75,81,73,61,49 
7AQDATASS, 49,61 ,73,81,73,61,49, 
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BORDER @: BRIGHT 1: CLS_: Pp 
7: RANDOMIZE @: LET hi=S0o 
game=@: GO SUB 500: GO SUB 

GO_SUB 300: GO SUB 100 
FOR w=1 TO_(16-b) 
PRINT AT 15,W+b+3; "°" 
PAUSE 5. 
PRINT AT +b+ 
NEXT ow 
PRINT AT +b+3;""" 
FOR o=12 TO! INT tant 
PRINT AT © ;AT TOwOVTREOM! 
PAUSE 5 
PRINT AT We 
NEXT_o 
PRINT AT Teo 
FOR g=20 TO 
PRINT AT 15, 
PAUSE 5S. 
PRINT AT 15,9; 
NEXT 
IF o=15 OR 0+1=15 THEN GO T 

FOR a=24 TO 
PRINT AT 15,9;"0" 
PAUSE 5. 
PRINT AT 15,9;" “ 
NEXT 9 
FOR j=16 TO 19 
PRINT AT j,28; 
PAUSE 5. 
PRINT AT j,28; 
NEXT j ss 
GO SUB 400 
LET bones 

BER 6; AT O,54bo 
34 FOR PR 

INT AT 15 My 5 PRINT 
Atheist . 

35 FOR 
205 

1 
al 

a 
1 

a 
1 
1 
1 
a 
a 
2 
3: 
2 
2 
a 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 DP SOOVITEUMEGSOGVOM 
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Give a dog 
36 PAUSE S. 
37 PRINT AT ¢,20;"_" z 
38_NEXT ¢: PRINT AT 20,20; 

G0 SUB 420 
39 FOR iso TO 12 STEP -1 
49 PRINT AT i,24;"@";AT i+2,24 

en 

i+2,24;" 

1,24; "8"FAT 142,24 

IF bones=3 THEN GO TO 122 
GO TO 116 
OIM v(16): FOR r=1 TO 16 
CET y=INT_(RND#100) +1: LET 
9: PRUSE 5 
NEXT ¢ 
LET sc=O: LET a=16: LET b= 

ones=@: LET Q=.15: LET 
RINT AT O,15; hi; AT @,37;5 
GO SUB 117 
PAUSI INKEY$="p" THEN 

>"Q" THEN GO TO 1 
THEN PRINT AT 2 
SQ: PRINT INK 4 

wa": PRINT AT a,b-1; 
PRINT AT 3,b-1 

4S PRINT AT 20,b+1; LET ex 
+10: G0 SUB 306 
SPRINT AL abe” CAAT athe by 
RT aterbee TR asec; tte 
Shei! SP) bo16 THEN GOTO 120" 
7 PRINT AT a,b; a$;AT a+1,bj bs 
a+2,bic$;AT 343,b46 

8 GO'TO 112 
@ PRINT AT a,b-1;a$;AT a+1,b- 
$;AT_24+2,b-1;)c$;AT 34+3,b-lids 
0 SUB 306: GO Td 122 
1 GO_SUB 306 
2 LET game=game+1: IF bones<3 

C+ (3-bones) 460 
3 GO SUB 200 
4 IF Sc<hi THEN LET hi 
S IF sc>hi THEN GO TO 1: 
S Ir game=i THEN GO TO 

i 

s 

~ 4 

BeDe Hoe 

ZMOMONIMVOTMEAEo- EX 

» 

FOR y=1 TO 100: LET br=Ti 
$1: BORDER br: BEEP .0 Deeee ede 

INT PAPER 6; AT 
Bnother game ? (y7n 

AND INKEY$<> 

THEN GO TO 14 

RINT INK 4;AT 0,2 
136 PRINT .AT_3,b-2; 

2rb-2i AT! 342) b-1; A 
a+3)b-13" 

| OD ae a ea ere | 



ORRECTION 

137 BORDER 9: FOR f=0 TO 20 STE 
Ba! PRINT INK 4;AT 20,f°) "em": N 

138 FOR e=14 TO 16: PRINT AT 2, 
b+2) WS NEXT € 
13 go To 2 
140 PAPER 5: CLS :_PAPS 

NT-AT 5,5; "TODAYS BEST T 
i 
141 FOR f=40 TO 120 
144 LET 4 INT _ (RND#4) 
14S PLOT f,3a+50 
146 NEXT fF 
450 PRINT AT 12,S8ia$)AT 12,9) bs jAT 13,8:c$;AT 14,8; 4% 
oo BLOT 3750; ORAU 20,5: DRAW 
=16,0; DRAW'@,13,-PI: DRAU 64,0 
DRAW @,-13,-PT: ORAW -30,0: OR 

Aa Barr AT 10, 12; "GOODBYE" P 
AUSE @ 
200 PLOT (b+3) 48,40: DRAW 8.5: 

DRAW -10,0: DRA 6,12,-PI: RAY 
34,0: ORAL Q,-12,-PI: DRAW -14,0 
ORAW-16,-5 

201 IF scthi THEN PRINT AT 15,6 
+3; "best": RETURN 

202 IF $¢<100 THEN PRINT AT 15, 
643; "00d": RETURN 

203, IF $¢<15@ THEN PRINT AT 15, 
b43; "fair": RETURN 

<175 THEN PRINT AT 15, 
RETURN 
=176 THEN PRINT AT 15 

RETURN 
FLASH 1;AT 16,3; "STAR 
“eee x") AT 12:3) neEee 
PRINT AT 15,37" 

301 =O 
302 23672 
303 +22 
304 +1,0 
305 12 
306 SPEEK (p)+2564PEEK (Pp 

+1) 465536 4PEEK_(p +2) 
307 LET sc=INT (ti725) +ex 
308 PRINT AT 0,27;8¢ 
309 RETURN 
400 LET USINT (RND#2) +2: IF u=2 
THEN Gg TO 410 
403 BEEP X,0: BEEP x,0: BEEP 

4: BEEP .4,7: PAUSE 3: BEEP ‘| 
BEEP 9,7: BEEP 9,4: BEEP 8 

eee 4,3 Beer 4,8: BEEP «S.5 
404 GO SUB 306 
45 RETURN 

BEEP 9,7: BEEP 9,7: BEEP q 
BEEP 9,4: BEEP 9,7: BEEP 9,9 

BEEP 9.7: BEEP .5,4: BEEP 2,4 
EP .79,2: BEEP q.4: BEEP .S,2 

36 SUB 306 
RETURN 
BEEP .01,8: BEEP x,9: BEEP 
BEEP .01,8 BEEP 4,9 

PAUSE ig 
BEEP .01,8: BEEP x.9: BEEP 
SEER a4 BEEP 4,9 

PAUSE 10 
BEEP 9,10: BEEP 9,12: BEEP 
BEEP X,? 

PAUSE 10 
BEEP 9,9: BEEP 9,12: BEEP q 

BEEP _x,5 
80 SUB 306 

9 RETURN 
@ LET pa=INT (RND#3) +4: PAPER 

CLS_: PAPER pa 
C) 16,150: DRAW O,-64 
1 T 45,160: ORAU -32,-32: 

PLOT 8,166: ORAW 48,0: DRAW 
30: DRAW -48,0; DRAW 8,80 
PRINT_AT 9,75 “ENNEL” 
PLOT 72,80: DRAW 0, -64 
PLOT 104,50: DRAW -32,-32: 
32,-38 
PLOT 64,58: DRAW 45,0: DRAW 

80: DRAW -45,0: BRA 2,80 
PRINT AT 19,14; "APERS” 
PLOT 112,156: DRAW 16,16: D 

40,@: ORAN 16,16: ORAL 43,0 
IJ 16,-16: ORAY @,-72: DRAW ~ 

8: ORAL -32,0; DRAW -16,24 
ORAU -64,0: ORAW -16,16: DR 

FOR f=1 TO S: CIRCLE 107,12 
NEXT ff 
CIRCLE 195,144, 
SIRCLE 194,144 
BLOT 344,14: fea =82,0,PI/ 

1 DRAW 82,0: PRINT AT 17,24; 
bye jAT, 49.22) "R.Butcher” 

24 PLOT 164,96: DRAW 20,6: ORA 
W 

S FOR f=5 TO 9: PRINT AT f,27 
hs NEXT fi UPRINT AT 10,27)" 

VAT 11,23; °™ 
S26 PRINT R1;"(i) instructions 

(9) game” 
527 PAUSE oO 

2 &2 AND INKEY$<> 

aoe? Te INKEY $= THEN GO TO 60 

°530 CLS : PAPER 7: CLS : RETURN 

600 CLS: PAPER 7: CLS : PRINT 
INVERSE 1/07 21,9; “KENNEL KAPERS 

2 
2 
3 
et 
1 
A 
1 

9° 

D 

o 

4 
Si 
Pp 
Ss 
s 
Ri 
5 
Q 
S 
5 
5 
R 
5 
2 
= 
5 
A 
o 

$ 
2 

rs 

ip Lassie, the Lab 
er dog bowl with 3 
hoctest tite.But fF 

i you haveto find where they 
a uried Ising the keys @ to 

or BP to 90 forw y ti 
m2 you dig Ad no bone is foun 
d 10 is addedto the time.Hoverin 
g above the kennel is a bird wh 
ich tries to stop the bones.If t 
he kennel isreached without the 
3 bones ,60_ is added for every 

bone short.Tos#START## the game 
press any key 
602 FOR t=1 TO LEN k$ 

LET n=INT (RNO#5) +1: PAUSE 

604 PRINT INK n;k$(L); 
505 NEXT | 
66 PRINT ; FLASH 1;AT 20,8; "Pr 

ess any_key": PAUSE 6 
7808 RESTORE. 7000 ? FOR a=USR "a" TO USR "U"47 
2010 READ b: POKE a,b 
3830 DATA 254 254,254,0,239,299, 
239,0: REM wai 
7046 DATA 2,2,0,4,15,127,255,239 

REM cloud 3 
7958 DATA 1,3,91/191, 285,285,285 

3: Ren cloud 
7260 oATA 

5,255: REM 
3000 DATA 9,2 
55,255: REM 9 
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PROGRAM CORRECTION 
Baa eS a 

PERIPHERALS REVIEW 

8001 DATA 1,1,2,2,4,7,15,8: REM 
roof a 
8802 DATA 16,16,55,63.64,64,255, 
255: REM roof b 
8003 DATA 128,123,64,64,32,224,2 

S5,0,0,0,255,255, 

,255,255,0,0,255,2 

255,0,255,0,255, 

7,158,312: REM 

224,24 

a: REM kennel 
8011 DATA 9,0,1,2 
trunk b 

i) 

192, 

3014 BATA 

slope 
S018 BATA 138, 128,192,204,224,24 
8,252,255 
8617 FOR f=1 TO_10: FOR g=0 To_3 

PRINT; INK S;AT F,9 x 
‘ f 

ye 

To 31 PRINT" ihn “ay 
NEXT 4 
FOR 3=0 TO 31 STEP 8021 PAPER 7 

PRINT INK 4;AT 20,a;"(0l": NE 

8022 PAPER 6: FOR f=11 TO 13: FO 
=@ TO 20: PRINT INK 2)AT f,9; 

NEXT 9: NEXT f 
PAPER 4: PRINT _INK 3;AT 22 

FOR F520 TO 22° PRINT 
730; " NEXT _¢ 

PRINT INK 3:AT 2 
8,285" AT 3,39 
“PRINT CINK 

"EAT 18,21} 
are 30,22; 

PRINT INK 
hs INK 3; AT O 

TP INK 4; AT, 21; j 
8027 _ PRINT AT O,1 

"BT" UAT _@ 22, ST IME 

\ 
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Forget the 
typing — 
draw 

instead 
If you're not so hot on touch- 
typin , you'll be fascinated to 
read about the Grafpad. Editor 

Dave Carlos assesses its 

British Micro, Penfold Works, 
Imperial Way, Watford, Herts 
WD2 4YY 

Grafpad is yet another way of 
making a microcomputer 
understand what’ you want to 
do. This product is made for 
those who want to put graphic 
information on screen and there 
is a special pen with which to 
draw on the pad itself. 

The pen has a sprung, 
switched tip which you place on 
to the surface of the pad 
whenever you want the machine 
to accept an input. It 
comfortable to hold and ver 
easy to use. The pad is a grid of 
squares printed on to a plastic 
surface covered with a clear 
perspex sheet. This is essential 
to protect the membrane and 
causes no difficulty of use 
whatsoever. 

You can place a drawing or 
thin book on the pad and trace 
a design on to the screen of your 
computer by just following the 
lines. There is also a lettered 
touch pad which enables you to 
give commands to software 
about what action you next 
desire. This can make the 
keyboard redundant although 
none of the software supplied 
goes this far and you have to 
keep on pressing the keys too. 

There are three programs 
supplied, on both cassette and 
disc, as an introduction to the 
machine and its use. The first 
two are demonstration 
programs which can be used to 
check the machines operation 
when setting up. Unlike some 
devices of this kind there is no 
need to check the sensitivity of 
the pad on each occasion; you 
just hold the pen at point 0,0. 

The main program supplied 
the CAD (Computer Aided 

Design) package. This is a 
sophisticated product which has 
a multitude of useful features 
for the serious user, including 
scaling of shapes, enlargemei 
of drawings, loading and filing 
of designs and printouts. 

The most disappointing part 
of the package is the manual 
Over 16 pages are devoted to 
the CAD package and just a 
couple to the pad itself. There 
isn’t a section on how the pad 
works at all, The nea 
get to such a section is 
listing of programs at the bi 
Even this isn’t error-free, 
however and one of the 
hexadecimal dumps is in the 
wrong order. This all means 
that if you want to write your 
own software or modify’ the 
existing programs you have to 
unravel the listings with no help 
whatsoever from the manual. 
This is a serious omission in 
such a premium product 

Although this review was 
based on the BBC micro, pads 
and software are available for 
the Commodore 64 and 
Spectrum. The comments about 
the hardware will apply to all 
the products but those about 
the software are probably 
specific to the BBC version. 

If you really need easy input 
of graphical information then 
this pad can offer you that 
facility. 1 do feel that the price 
is likely to make a number of 
potential users think tw 
however: 



HCW regular 
contributor 
Shingo Sugiura 
explains in full 
how this 
character 
generator 
works for your 
Oric-1 
For many programs, user 
defined graphics are useful and 
for games they are almost 
essential, but working out the 
numbers for these characters is 
@ tedious and error-prone 
process. Even when the 
numbers are calculated, the 
resulting character on_ screen 
quite often looks distinctly 
different from the one you 
designed on the scrap of paper. 
Many character generators have 
been published in various 
magazines but for some reason, 
only a very few are for the poor 
old Oric. The few generators 
that were published weren't 
very powerful and there was no 
way to save the resulting 
characters to tape so that you 
were forced to take down the 
humbers on a piece of paper. 

This program will literally 
save you hours of time spent on 
creating characters and leave 
you free to spend time on 
Actually programming, 

When the program is loaded, 
it will display the options 
available. When you press the 
space bar, the whole of the 
character set will be displayed 
next to a grid. This is where you 
wil design your character. One 
Of the cells on the grid should be 
flashing, This is your current 
position and this can be moved 
about the grid by Z, X, : and 
to move lefi, right, up and 
down. 

To fill the current cell you're 
on, press the space bar. To clear 
a cell which you have filled by 
mistake, press D (for delete). 
When you are satisfied with 

the enlarged character on the 
grid, press E and you will be 
asked for the ASCII code of the 
character you want the new 
character to be assigned to. 
When you do, the character you 
choose should be redefined. If 
the new character in its actual 
size does not satisfy you, you 
can choose option I 10 edit the 
character you have just created. 

‘On the other hand, if you are 
satisfied, you can go on to 
redefine ‘another character 
choosing option 2, or else 
choose option 3 to quit edit 
mode. When this option is 
chosen, you will be asked 

whether you want to save the 
new character set or not. If you 
reply yes (by pressing Y) the 
computer will prompt you to 
place a blank tape in the 
recorder then press S; otherwise 
you will exit gracefully out of 
the program, During the actual 
edit’ stage, you have several 
options open to you. These are 
listed below. 
UPTURN: this is called by 
pressing ‘U’. It simply turns the 
current character upside down. 

MIRROR: this is called by 
pressing 'M’. It reflects the 
current character. 

CLEAR: this is brought into 
play by pressing 'C". This clears 
the whole grid and should be 
used when you've made a mess 
of your character! 

INVERT: called by pressing ‘I’ 
This feature seems pointless at 
first as you can get an inverse 
character by swopping the 
background and foreground 
colours, but this is not used for 
making inverse characters, It is 
used for filling an empty grid. 
This is particularly useful when 
defining a character which fills 
most of the grid 

By pressing ‘I’ when the grid 
is empty — achieved by pressing 
*c’ — you can fill the grid. 
Then erase the dots which 
aren't required by. pressing 
‘DELETE’ 

How it works 
I have tried to use modular 
programming techniques which 
are used in structured high level 
languages (unlike BASIC) in 
writing this program. As a result 
you won't find a single GOTO. 
statement but more importantly, 
you will find that it is easy to 
understand and modify this 
program. 

It would have been nice to 
have indented the program but 
that would have consumed more 
memory and in any case, this 
method of improving the 
legibility of the program is rather 
useless because the line numbers 
are left justified for some strange 
reason. 
For those who must know how 

everything works, here is a 
detailed run-down: 

10-40 REM statements 
50 select TEXT mode, grab extra 

memory and print the 
instructions (the HIMEM is 
set as well. This wouldn't be 
necessary if it weren't for a 
hideous bug, in the Oric’s 
operating system which re- 
sets the value of HIMEM 
randomly on power up) 
DIMs 
start of main loop 
check if the option chosen 

is 2 (redefine a character 
from scratch) and if it is, 
clear the grid 

9% actual edit 
100 end of main loop 
110 exit gracefully from the 

Program 
120-150 subroutine which clears 

the current character grid by 
filling DIM CC with zeroes 

200-380 subroutine to set_up 
sereen for edit mode. It prints 
the whole of the character set 
followed by a large grid 

400 beginning of edit subroutine 
410 scan keyboard 
420-430 flash current cell in 

srid 
if key pressed is Z, move 

‘cursor left one cell 
450 if key pressed is X, move 

‘cursor right one cell 
460 if key pressed is", move 

cursor up one cell 
470 if key pressed is /, move 

‘cursor down one cell 
480 if key 

‘current cl 
upside down, 

490 if key pressed is C, clear grid 
$00 if key pressed is M, reflect 

character 
S10 if key pressed is 1, invert 

ses 

440 

current charac 
520 if space bar is pressed, {ill 

‘current cell 
530 if Dis pressed, empty 

‘current cell 
540 check whether key pressed 

was E; otherwise go back t 
beginning of loop, 

550-560 input ASCII code of 
character you want you 
definition to be assigned to 

570. check whether above input 
is valid 

571 calculate address of charac- 
ter you have just chosen 

80-620 POKE definition into 
the address just calculated 

630-650 print options and wait 
for response 

(660-680 current character upside 
down 

(690-730 reflect current character 
740-770 invert current character 
800-830 draw grid and new 

definition 
900-970 define character for grid, 

and cursor 
980 get rid of Mashing cursor 
1100-1400 print instructions 

when this program is first 
loaded 

Hints on conversion 
Converting this program to run 
‘on other machines should not be 
difficult but would not really 
be worthwhile since Orie’s 
characters are 6 x 8 rather than 
the usual 8 x 8, Also, powerful 

acter generators ‘for other 
machines have already been 
published in HCW on numerous 
occasions. 
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10 REM Character Generator 
20 REM By Shingo Sugiura 
30 REM July 1984 
40: 
50 TEXT: GRAB: HIMEM#E400: GOSUB900: GOSUB1200 
40 DIM CC(6,8) ,TE(6,8) 
70 REPEAT 
80 IF B$="2" THEN GOSUB 120 
90 GOSUB 200:GOSUB 400 
100 UNTIL B$="3":GOSUB 1100 
110 POKE#26A,3:POKE616, 23: END 
120 FOR A=1 TO 4:FOR B=1 TO 8 
130 CC(A,B)=0: TE (A,B) =0 
140 NEXT B,A 
150 RETURN 
200 CLS:PRINTSPC(8) "CHARACTER GENERATOR": PLOT1,0,CHR#(4) 
210 FOR A=1 TO 6:FOR B=1 TO 8 
220 IF CC(A,B)=0 THEN PLOTA+6,B+S,"!" ELSE PLOTA+6,B+S,"s" 
230 NEXTB,A 
240 PLOT1,2,CHR$(3) :PLOT6,2, "COLUMNS" :PLOT1 ,4,CHR# (5) :PLOTS,4, "1234 
5478" 
250 At=" ROWS “:B#="abcdefgh" 
260 FOR A=1 TO 8:PLOT1,A+S,MID#(A,A,1) 

261 PLOT2,A+S,CHR#(S) :PLOTS,A+S,MID#(B,A,1)sPLOT4,A+S,CHR# (0) s NEXT 
A 

270 FOR A=0 TO 22 
280 AF=STR#(A+34) +CHRE (1) +CHR#(A+34) 

290 PLOTI46,A+3, At 
300 AS=STR$(A+57) +CHRS (1) +CHR$(A+S7) 
310 PLOT21,A+3, At 
320 AS=STRS(A+8O) +CHRS (1) +CHRE(A+B0) 
330 PLOT27,A+3, AS 
340 AS=STRE(A+103) +CHRE (1) +CHRE (A+LOS) 
350 PLOTS3,A+3, At 
360 NEXT: XC=1:YC=1 
370 FOR A=6 TO 13:PLOTS,A, "##":NEXT 
380 RETURN 
400 REPEAT 
410 AS=KEVYS 

420 PLOTXC+4,YC+5,"_" 
430 IF YC)=1 THEN PLOTXC+6,YC+5,"$" ELSE PLOTXC+46,YC+5,"!" 
440 IF THEN XC=XC+(XC>1) 
450 IF @: THEN XC=XC-(XC<6) 

460 IF THEN Y' C+(YO>1) 

470 IF THEN YC=YC-(YC<8) 
480 IF THEN GOSUB 660:GOSUB 800 
490 IF THEN GOSUB 120:GOSUB 800 
500 IF THEN GOSUB 690:GOSUB 800 
S10 IF THEN GOSUB 740:GOSUB 800 
520 IF THEN CC(XC,YC)=1 
550 IF THEN CO(XC,YC)=0 
540 UNTIL At="E" 
SSO POKE614,15:PRINT 

560 INPUT"Code";CO 

S70 IF CO<37 OR CO>125 THEN PLOT7,15," “:GOTOSSO 
571 D=46079+ (CO*8) 
580 FOR TO 8:K= 
590 FOR B: TO 1 STEP-1 

600 S=CC(B,A) *K+S K*2:NEXT B 

610 AF=RIGHTS(STR#(S) ,LEN(STR#(S) )-1):PLOT14,A+5, AS 
,620 POKED+A,S:NEXTA 

‘0 
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FOR A=1 TO 6:FOR B=1 
FOR A=1 TO 8:FOR B=i 

480 RETURN 
690 FOR A=1 TO 6:FOR B=1 TO 8:TE(A,B)=CC(A,B):NEXTB,A 
700 FOR A=1 TO 8:FOR B=1 TO 6 
710 CC(B,A)=TE(7-B,A) 

720 NEXTB,A 
30 RETURN 

740 FOR A=1 TO 6 
FOR B=1 TO 8:IF CC(A,B)=0 THEN CC(A,B)=1 ELSE CC(A,B)=0 
NEXTB,A 
RETURN 
FOR A=1 TO 6:FOR B=i TO 8 
IF CC(A,B)=0 THEN PLOTA+4,B+5, 
NEXTB,A 
RETURN 

"!t" ELSE PLOTA+6,B+S,"" 

FOR A=46344 TO 46351 
READB: POKEA, B: NEXTA 

NEXT 
DATAS1 ,32 32,32,51 

970 DATA 63,63,63,63,63,63,63,63 
9R0 POKE#26A,6 

10 RETURN 
1100 CLS 
1110 NT"Do you want to save characters?"; 

:UNTILCS OR Ct 

THEN PRINT"No":RETURN 
PRINT"Yes":PRINT"Find a suitable position on cassette" 

PRINT"and press ‘S’ to start. ":PRINT 
REPEAT: C#=KEV#:UNTIL C#="S" 
CSAVE"CHAR" , A#BS28 , E#BB00 

PRINT:PRINT"Saving finished." 
RETURN 
CLS: INKO: PLOTO,0,CHR$(17) 
PLOTO,1,CHR#(17):PLOT1,1,CHR# (3): PLOTS, 1,CHR#(10) 
PLOTO,2,CHR¢ (17) :PLOT1,2,CHR$(3) : PLOTS, 2,CHR# (10) 
PLOT10,1,"CHARACTER GENERATOR": PLOT10,2, "CHARACTER GENERATOR" 
PLOT1,4,CHR#(2):PLOT11,4,"By Shingo Sugiura" 
PLOT1,6,"This program will allow you to" 
PLOT1,7,"“create characters and save them on" 

PLOT1,8,"tape for later use. Facilities are" 
PLOT1,9,"available to define,edit,clear,invert" 
PLOT1,10,"upturn and reflect." 
PLOTI,11,"Move the cursor with ‘Z',‘X’, 
PLOT1,13,"Press SPACE BAR to create dot" 
PLOT1,14,"Press ‘D’ to erase dot." 
PLOT1,15,"Press “C’ to clear grid.” 
PLOT1,16,"Press 'M’ to reflect." 

PLOT1,17,"Press “U* to upturn." 
PLOT1,18,"Press ‘I’ to invert." 
PLOT1,20,CHR#(12) :PLOT2,20,CHR$ (6) 
PLOT4,20,"Press the SPACE BAR to start." 
REPEAT: A$=KEY$: UNTIL Ag=" " 
RETURN 

and ‘/'" 
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‘The joke’s on you! produced 
shoals of jokes. Some were | 
funny, some were in bad taste 
‘and some were rather weak. 
‘We've picked out the best of the 
bunch. These winners will each 
receive a computing book from 
Ws, 

‘We had fun o the jokes, 
‘and we would like to encourage 
ju 10 Keep sending your best 
Jokes, as we will be printing [ 
Computer jokes — of any other 
really witty ones — in a special 
slot. Keep ‘em coming! | 

Which pet has no teeth but 
bytes? 
‘The Commodore Pet 
Paul Glancey, Northumberland 

‘Why did the man put a computer 
‘on the edge of his plate? 
Because he ‘wanted a BIT on the 
side 
Tim Simcox, Derby 

‘What annoyed the farmer's wife 
‘after playing with her son's 
computer? 
She found the RAM had taken 
bytes out of her chips 
Mrs J Strachan, Middlesex 

|What's the difference between an 
Orie and an elephant? 
‘One of them does a proper load 
Joseph Meehan, Dublin 

What's the difference between @ 
computer, a railway guard and a 
tube of Superglue? 
‘A computer trains the mind, 
while a railway guard minds the 

jin, What about the Supergluc, 
T hear you say. Well, that’s 
another place where you got 
stuck 
Eric Waters, Solihull 

Why didn’t little Johny cheat on J 
adventure games? 
Because his mummy said it was 
rude to POKE. 
Mrs J A Francis, Herts 

Which computers are on board 
the USS Enterprise? 
Spocktrums 
Chris Whitehead, Bolton 

To err is human, but to really 
foul things up you require a 
computer 
Phil Brusell, Derby 

Did you have a computer on last 
night? 
Yes 
How did it fit? 
R McKnight, Cheltenham 

Did you hear about the man who 
sprayed his computer with 
insecticide to get rid of the bugs? 
Gordon Smith, St Ives 

What's a compurer's favourite 

Micro chips and spaghetti 
invaders 
Nicholas Greenhalgh, Radcliffe 

BBC Micro: You're a chip off 
the old block 

ctron: Can we go on at 
day, dad? ee ee 
C Savill, S Ockendon 

How do you make a jacket last? 
Make the trousers first 
Zialir Bahman, Nottingham 

What's a cannibal, Dad? 
Well, if you ate you Mum and 
me, you'd be a cannibal 
‘Oh, I thought that would make 
me an orphan 
Hamart Heeramun, Mauritius 

‘A martian landed at a funfair 
just as someone hit the jackpot 
and the coins came flooding out. 
Turning to the machine, the 
martian said: ‘You shouldn't be 
‘out with a cold like that’ 
‘Stephen Rees, Swansea 

What's round, covered in 
custard and miserable? 
‘An apple grumble 
‘Alun Davies, Cardiff 

What do you call a female South 
African runner with smelly feet? 
Gorgonzola Budd 
W J Kingsbury, S Wales 

ke 



620. finds what is in selected 
square 

700-740 prints counter in selec- 
ted square, changes colour of 
taken counters 

750 sound of counters moving 
760 clears prompt line 
710-880 remainder of moves 

routine 
890 I can’t move routine 
sie _ checks i moves table is 

empty. If so GOTO 1 can’ 

1450-1470 creates moves table } }] 2420-2570 prints two blue/two 
into BDS yellow counters 

1480-1490 zero's flags 2590-2680 deletes move from. 
1$10-1520 zero’s score registers table 
1530 end of game routine 2690-2750 illegal move sound, 

clears pointer, arrows. for 1990-2000 delay 
2010 GOTO start of new game further try by player 
2020 defines characters and | J] 2770 adds extra_moves. into 

colours ‘moves table (BDS) 
2870 instructions 

— MADE TO 
1000 clears prompt line v , NES AND SEC 1010-1020 clears pointer arrows a elie GS 

s |] 1070 checks if square selected. AN BE OMITTED 
orgy Hom it works If not GOTO your move 110 REM # 

120-140 zeros fla routine 
150-210 scans keyboard, goes to |] | 1080. if move OK GOTO delete 120 RO=0 

f required move from moves tal 3 
napa foes fags renee 1090 players move entry routine 130 ND=O 
260 GOSUB to define colours, Jj] 1190 when computer, can’t 140 IM=0 

‘characters and draw boar ‘move, enters here for further 5 ; 
270 GOSUB to create moves |} 1S0 CALL CLEAR 
ag AES BS y 160 PRINT 

routine MNS SY ET 4280 clears prompt line 
290 clears prompt line 1300 prints x arrow 
300-320 checks if selected square |] 1320-1330 assigns counters into 

ccupied al 
40 -if_move sucessful then 170 PRINT 

GOTO remove from moves 
table routine eT te wt CTIONS? 

‘move pieces routine — jecks where moves SURE A cK teaver — i OP. ck ENSURE ALPHA LOCK 
ble and checks each one to |) | 1420 checks if end of game has CALL KEYCO.KEY 
ind a legal move bbeen reached IF ¢ 

490-520 clears old pointer [J] __ checks them 
arrows, prints new ones at | | $70-S80 scans adjoining squares REM CALL TO INSTRI 
each location as computer for possible moves IF (KEY=89 

CALL CLEAR 

GOTO 1090 
CALL eens 

REM IF IT 
TRELE* 



MB>P:199,19 10 IF LENCBD$=3 THEN 1 

380 NEXT P 3 40 21 

390 BCHAR=96. CALL SOUN: 

400 CCHAR=104 9 M="1 CAN 

410 H=0 
420 REM #move MEN AND FIND HOW O CALL HCHAR‘22 
MANY CAN BE TAKEN. * M$>P,139:13 
430 os K=1 TO LEN¢ STEP 3 970 NEXT P 

440 | CBDE 2 980 FOR R=1 TO 500 

450 &B: GB: 2133 990 NEXT R 

460 IB=STRECAAESTRECERDE"." 1000 CALL HCHAR<22, 

470 ? 1010 CALL YCHAR<S: 3 
480 B=((BB+5)#2 1020 CALL HCHARC4, 10 
490 CALL YCHARCS, 9,32, 16> 1030 IF BCHAR=104 THI 
500 CALL HCHAR(4. 10 216 1040 IF RO=0 THEN 1090 
510 CALL HCHARCA, 9, 37>1> 1050 CALL GCHARCA, Bx) 

520 CALL HCHAR(4,B, 36,1) 1060 REM #15 SQUARE CLEAR ?+ 
530 CALL GCHARCA, BZ) 1070 IF ¢X<>969#¢X<>104>THEN 109 
S40 IF 2<>112 THEN 330 a 
550 CALL GCHARCA,B, x) 1080 GOSUB 259° 
560 IF €X<>1129THEN 2840 1030 M$="DCVYOUR MOVED" 
570 FOR C=-2 TO 2 STEP 2 1100 RO: 
580 FOR D=-2 TO 2 STEP 2 1110 FOR P=1 TO LENCM$> 
590 E=0 1120 CALL HCHAR(22,P+ 
600 F=A <MB>P>199,19 
610 G=B 1130 NEXT P 
620 CALL GCHARCF+C,6+D,2) 1140 CALL KEYCO;KEY, 3S) 
630 IF Z<>BCHAR THEN 680 1150 IF S=0 THEN 1140 
640 E=1 1160 AR=KEY-64 

650 F=F+C 1170 A=¢CKEY-619#2)-2 
660 G=6+D 1180 IF (I$="44, "#¢(KEV=489THEN 

670 GOTO 620 1510 
680 CALL GCHAR(F+C,6+D,2> 1190 REM #1 CANNOT MOove# 
690 IF ¢€2<>CCHAR)+¢E=02THEN 82! 1200 IF KEY=48 THEN 350 
700 CALL HCHARCF,G,CCHAR, 1) 1210 IF (A<69+CA>209THEN 2690 

710 CALL HCHAR<F-1-6.CCHAR+3, 13 1220 CALL HCHARCA; 9.37.1) 
720 IM=1 1230 CALL KEY¢O.KEY:5) 

730 CALL HCHARCF,6+1.CCHAR+1,1) 1240 IF S=0 THEN 1 
CALL HCHAR‘F-1-6+1,CCHAR+2; 1 1250 B=¢¢KEY-43) 

1260 BB=KEY-48 
CALL SOUND¢1,440,7> 1270 IF (B<103+¢B>24)THEN 2690 
CALL HCHAR( 22; 1.32.28) 1280 CALL HCHAR‘ 22.4, 32; 2: 
IF (A=F)*#(B=G>THEN 820 1290 CALL GCHARCA: B.x) 

F=F-C 1300 CALL HCHAR‘4. EB, 1> 

G=6-D 1310 IF X=112 THEN 1320 ELSE 269 

H=1 o 
GOTO 700 1320 BCHAR=104 

NEXT D 1330 CCHAR=96 
NEXT C 1340 IS=STRECARIESTRECEB 

IF ¢BCHAR=1049+¢H=1>9THEN 101 1350 REM 
HED HERE>ADD 

O CALL, YCHARCS, 3 6 = TABLE IF 1 3 
16) 1360 IF ND=1 THEN 1420 

ALL GCHAR CA; B-Z 1370 T=¥VALCI®) 

NEXT K 1380 IF ¢T>= 

REM #cANNOT MOVE* : 
Ro=0 



62946 TH37 246 TH47 46 TH57 9 +0 T=679T 
HEN 2770 
1420 IF (KEY=48>#<(K>=LENCBDS) 97TH 
EN 1510 
1430 GOTO 550 
1440 REM MOVES DATA *#n0 not AT 
TEMPT TO FUT ALL DATA INTO ONE S 
TRING## 
1450 BDIS="6: 36.64.65.35. 
34.43,56.46.53.14,15.84,85.41.48 
«51.58. 23.26.73. 71 

2 

1500 RETURN 
1510 YOU=0 
1520 ME: 
1530 CALL HCHAR (22 
1540 M$="END OF THE GAME. 
1550 FOR P=1 TO 17 
bree: firs HCHAR(22,P+7, 

TO 20 STEP 2 
0 TO 25 STEP 

1610 IF $= 
1620 IF $ 
1630 ME=ME+1 
1640 GOTO 1660 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 C1 

CALL HCHAR¢ 22; 1 
vos ME THEN 

1107 
E ‘0 CALL HCHAR¢ 2: 
<MBP21993 
1850 NEXT P 
1860 GOTO 1910 

1870 M$="VOU WIN!" 
1880 FOR P=1 TO 8 
1890 CALL HCHAR(22:P+13, 
CMB,Ps 139) 
1900 NEXT P 
1910 M$="YOU SCORED: "a4 
1920 FOR P=1 TO LENCMS) 
1930 CALL HCHAR23; P+’ 
M$>P,1)3> 
1940 NEXT P 
1950 M$="I SCORED:.. "80S 
1960 FOR P=1 TO LENCNS) 
1970 CALL HCHAR<24,P+9, ASC 
MB>P>139> 
1980 NEAT P 
1990 FOR I=1 TO 2000 
2080 NEXT I 
2010 GOTO 220 
2020 REM #DEFINE CHARACTERS 

AND COLORS 
2030 CALL CLEAR 
aise CHAR(96, "7FPFPFPF TF TF? 
Foo" 

2050 CALL CHARC97; "FEFEFEFEFEFEF 
Eo0"> 
2060 CALL CHARC98, "QOFEFEFEFEFEF 

CHAR 99, "OOPF7 FPF FF PF? 

2080 CALL CHAR(100, "Q07E7E7EPE7E 
7EOO") 
2090 CALL CHAR¢104,"7F7F7F7F PF 7F 
7FOO"> 
2100 CALL CHAR(105. "FEFEFEFEFEFE 
FEOO") 
2110 CALL CHAR(106; "QOFEFEFEFEFE 
PERE): 
2120 CALL CHAR(107; “OOPFPF PF PF Pr 
FCF") 
2130 CALL CHAR(108, "OO7EFEPEPETE 
7E00"> 
2140 CALL CHAR(36, "0041637 77F3E1 
cos") 
2150 CALL CHARC37. "OOTS3C1E0F1E3 
c73") 
2160 CALL CHARC112, "S080) 
SOFF"> 
170 CALL CHAR(113,"010101010101 

CHAR 114, "FFO101010101 

2190 CALL CHARCL1 
8030") 
2200 CALL COLOR¢9,5.2> 
2210 CALL COLOR(10,11,2) 
2220 CALL COLOR‘11,2,8) 
2230 REM SET UP BOARD 

5. "FFs0s0s0so030 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

CHARCI-1,J+1, 114.1) 
CALL HCHAR(T,J+1,113.1) 

CALL HCHARS J, 8.846 
cr J 

$31 

HCHAR (12, 
HCHAR( 11; 
HCHAR 125 
HCHAR< 11; 
HCHAR< 14 
HCHAR 13; 
HCHAR'« 
HCHAR ¢ 
HCHAR ¢ 
HICHAR ¢ 
HCHAR ¢ 
HCHAR « 
HCHAR ¢ 
HCHAR ¢ 
HCHAR ¢ 
HCHAR ¢ 

#REMOVE OCCUPIED SoUAR 

IND 10.1000,5 

NOT ATTEMPT TO INCLUDE THIS WITH 
THE OTHER FART oF BDSF# 

IF ND=1 THEN 1420 

SOUND< 200,550, 1,440.1; 

0 
DUND< 200, >1,440,1, 

THE OBJEC 
T IS TO CAPTURE THE COMPUTERS ME 
NOASIN IN THIS GAME HOW 

PRINT “-EVER: THE MEN REMAIN 
ON THE BOARD BUT HANGE COLOUR 

AND BECOME YOURS." 
PRINT " 

E ONE WITH 

ME ENDS. 
2900 PRINT " "3 PLAY FIRST A 
ND ARE BLWE.THE COMPUTER WILL NO 

T ALLOW OU TO MAKE A WRONG MOVE 

THE WINNER IS TH 
MEN WHEN THE GA 

910 PRINT “IF you 
AND THE COM 

CANNOT MOVE & 
UTER WILL PL NTER O 

“ENTER MOVES ASILETTE 
R-NUMEER " 
2930 PRINT " "::"PR ANY KEY T 
O START>" 
2940 CALL KEYCO. KEY 
2950 IF S=0 THEN 29 

60 GOTO 220 

Za 
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This monthly column will 
feature news and reviews of 
newly released educational 
products for your Commodore 
64, VIC-20 and Spectrum, as 
well as discussing the merits (or 
otherwise) of specific books and 
programs, | hope this column 
Will help you discover the real 
potential of not just your 
machine but yourself. 

Many of you may have 
purchased a computer for the 
family to play games on but are 
now finding that the novelty is 
wearing off and wondering 
what to do next. Well, before 
you consign it to the attic or 
cupboard under the stairs, there 
are several books you may like 
to consider, which set out to 
gently ease you through the 
maze of programming. 

Step by Step 
for the Commodore 64 by Phi 
Comes, £5.95. from Dorling 
Kindersley, is an easy to 
but not very informative book. 
Like many cookery or DIY 
books it takes a one step at a 
time approach with coloured 
photographs to reinforce each 
point made. 

The book starts by taking a 
long look at the interior and 
exterior of the machine 
explaining the various parts and 
their use, The next two chapters 
deal in depth with the inner 
workings of the computer and 
keyboard and its various 
functions. Once you have got to 
grips with the keys you can 
proceed to work chapter by 
chapter through the book using 
the clearly photographed screen 
shots or both programs and 
results so that you can program 
your 64 and discover its 
possibilities in the fields of 
sound, graphics etc. 

Each segment (e.g. plotting 
sprite and getting it to move 
smooth) is explained in a clear 
and concise manner_without 
being too technical. This is a 
g00d book to browse through 

SWOT SPOT 

and at £5.95 is an inexpensive 
way to introduce yourself to 
programming. 

‘The Commodore 64 for Kids 
of all Ages, by Tony Noble, 
£6.95 from’ Sigma Press, is 
another book aimed at teaching 
the novice about the 64 and 

ities. It starts by 
the future and 

computer literacy, so important 
when you consider that many of 
our children go to school 
already knowing about 
computers. 

The book goes on to describe 
what a computer is, what a 
program is and how it is 
remembered by the machine. 
Chapter three deals in 40 easy 
steps with the basics of 
programming your computer, 
You are gently eased through 
the simple job of printing your 
name on the screen, through 
string commands, colour, 
sound, sprite generation, music 
on your 64 and POKEing. 

‘Once you have mastered all 
these steps and have tried out 
the mini-programs in the 
chapter you can go on to learn 
about designing and writing 
your own programs or type in 
one of the eight games listed in 
chapter seven. These cover 
mostly educational topics (i.e. 
spelling, arithmetic tables 
practise and logic) but there is 
an adventure to test’ your 
powers of deduction. The 
book’s title sums it up, so if you 
are seven or 77 and want to 
earn, look at this book. 

Now for some books which 

will appeal more to the younger 
element. the first, Random 
Alley Adventure by Michael 
Orkin, £6.95 from Reston, 
which is a paperback book in 
which you meet Harold, who, 
with the aid of his own curiosity 
and a pocket computer, 
explores Random Alley. Each 
chapter deals with a topic like 
coin-tossing, dice-throwing, 
roulette and fortune cookie 
messages (yes — it’s an 
American book) and then backs 
up the theory behind the topic 
with a short program to be 
typed in. 

The working of the program 
is explained so that the child 
not only learns about random- 
ness and its effects on games of 
chance, but learns how to 
progrm the computer, 

is is a short book, but easy 
to read and fun to use as well as 
being informative. 

Datalog, £2.95 from Collins, 
takes the form of a ship's log to 
be used on a futuristic space- 
ship's computer. It is aimed at 
the 8+ youngster who dreams 
of flying a space shuttle. 

It starts by getting the user 
‘accustomed to the keys and 
colour options. The user is then 
expected to write his own 
program to continue the theme 
and input interesting facts 
about himself. Once this is 
mastered the child can go on to 
learn about time delays, string 
‘commands etc. 

The book is set out as a 
workbook so that the young 
learner cn work through each 

page reading commands, trying 
out new programs and 
recording what happens. This 
finished, he can write his own 
program to continue the theme 
and hsow that the preceding 
work has been understood. 

In a systematic way the book 
teaches the the basics of 
sond and music making, sprites 
and the logical thought needed 
to write programs. This is not 
‘an expensive book (£2.95) but 
‘one that will grasp the imagini 
tion of the young would-be- 
programmer. 

Another package which sets 
out to teach the youngster the 
rudiments of computer pro- 
framing ls Dr Wation's Haale 
Adventure Part 1, £9.95 from 
Honeyfold, Included in the 
package is a book and a double- 
sided cassette which re-inforce 
the concepts in the book. The 
book is.a space adventure which 
tells the story of how Dr 
Watson and his time machine 
accidentally land on a space 
craft and aid the occupants with 
the help of an on-board 
‘Commodore 64. 

Like all the other books 
discussed, this one teaches all 
about computer _programmi 
but in a style which is appealin, 
to youngsters. The cassette 
contains three programs which 
are listed and discussed in the 
book. Also included are 
programs which are listed and 
discussed in the book. Also 
included are programs, which 
help the user understand about 
string commands and line 
numbering. Overall this is a 
comprehensive package which, 
like Datalog and Random 
Alley, is great fun to use. 

Well, that's all for now, 1 do 
hope that I’ve you some 
idea of what’s available to help 

learning BASIC 
programming. If so, get your 
book tokens (leftover from 
Christmas) out and head down 
to your nearest bookshop. 

you wit 
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Harlequin, 111 Shakespeare St. 
North Kelvinside, Glasgow G20 What's really the difference 

‘between them? The characters, 
seenario and where you eat the 
fruit! 

‘Supersoft, Winchester Hse, Can- 
hing Rd, Wealdstone, Harrow, 
Middx Looeys are cuddly creatures that 

Joo with rolls of paper: if you 
shoot those, an RSPCA heli- 
copter comes after you. You 
have to avoid the clouds, an 
occasional low-flying aircraft, 
and, of course, the pier and loo, 
This is not difficule as the 

inhabit the planet Texas. They 
are rotected by a magic cup 

has been stolen by 
hooligans on their way to an 
intergalactic football match. 
‘Whien they found U was not the and tone settings 0 bythe time | @ strong contender. There is a but relief when the supply of 
Brize trophy they threw i into a was ready to play 1 could have ong rigmarole in the instructions paper was finally exhausted and 
leep crater inhabited by an evil done with a reminder of which about a battle cruiser, mistaken the game ended. M.N. 

rata (wouldn't you know it?), keys to.use. 4, for a public convenience on 
So now a poor Loocy must Cleethorpe's pier and dogs instructions 60% 
Vveniiire Into the crater to retrieve instructions 805% running away with the loo paper playability 50% 
the missing cup. ability 65% — sorry, battle plans. raphics 60% 

‘The game itself is nothing graphics 65% Underneath all the trimmings, value for money 50%. 
elaborate — yet another lim 
Tadders, avoid nasties, jump 
about and eat apples type game, 
1 should think by now that 
everyone must have at least one, 
if not cupboards full of them. 

The only instructions are those 
supplied: on the screen, loaded 
separately. Several attempts were 
made to load the game which 
required totally different volume 

If there was a prize to be not very sensitive. 
‘awarded for the most compli- 
cated and improbably scenario m« 

this is just another shoot-'em-up- 
and-don’t-bump-into-anything game. What you have to shoot 
are the men and dogs wall 
along the pier, with the exception 
of the dogs emerging from the 

controls on your spaceship are 

It would have been better if 
‘had gone into the game and 

for a simple game, this would be less into the blurb, 1 felt nothing 

System 3, South Bank _Fise, 
ick Prince Rd, London SEI 

If you own a C64 then sit up 
and take notice. Here's a 

This game allows armehair 
sportsmen to becomes sitting 
room Harry Sheenes, Featurit 
\very fast load (Nova-load, which 
lets you have a sereen display, 
plays a tune, gives a running 
count of loading time and blocks: 

sic Sours yn eth 'g Pageful of games for you to es ol eaeea restate 
“The display is multi-mode ¥ peruse The display 
ne, with & plain, lower-res area 
the bottom for the action, and 

Racing against time fiom 
putercontroied bikes, you have 
Ho complete laps withous iting 

Yay bales at the roadside. ‘The 
"graphics are nice — I liked the 

way the biker leans into the! 
Arvey ‘and takes a spill — but I 

blue sky is littered with Mufty 
slic clouds which enable you to 
sec whict way you're ing, and 
when you're flying low, the 
ground scrolls past nicely. The 
controls are also clear, with a 
radar scope to show where the 
enemy planes are and the usual 

09.95 
Foto, patcon Howe, Cal 
FG thorpe Ra, jon, Birming- 

ham B15 TRL 
This program boasts not only 3D. 

found that moving out of first 
gear was a recipe for disaster 
Staying on. the bike meant 
ee i 
ori 
T also had (rouble changing 

which was 

Lick Gene 34 pasting the graphics, but also Siewlated artificial horizon, altimeter and 
* —_ a novelty better $0 on. 

Jovetickc backwards of forwards: lispensed with as it was the worst This may not have the 

instructions 
playability 
graphics Wvalue for money 

computer speech I've ever heard. technical complexity of some 
‘The game itself isn’t bad. You Might simulators, but it’s hard 

are flying a jet fighter escorting a enough to keep you busy for 

fighters, These come up at an _ 
alarming speed, and it’s a real instructions bed 

»“Gsights tong enough to lock a graphics 
missile on target. If you lose value for money \ 

vhile pressing the fire button. A 
hice implementation but I don't 
‘know about it’s staying power 

4 

[jumbo jet, defending it from Mig quite some time, MN. 

challenge to keep them in your playal 
95% 
85% 

track of one, it’s more likely (0 
fire on the jumbo, and if you 
take too long chasing it, you'll 
in out of fuel and crash. 

‘The graphics are excellent, the 
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Tymac, Nettleton House, Cal- 
thorpe Rd, Edgbaston, Birmingy 
ham BIS TRL 

This is 9 very orginal game, You 
control Gandalf, who has to 
protect his treasure and guard his 
lapprentices against the lizards 
Imen. In the first screen you aim 
power bolts at the lizardmen’ 
from the ramparts of the castle, 

‘daturning them into gold coins. To 
jreach the second screen you must 
sallow some of the lizardmen to) 
break into the castle to abduct 
jone of your apprentices, then 
{you can follow them out into the 
forest, destroy them with the| 
[power-bolt traps and retrieve the 

rentice and gold S. 
rower has to be recharged 

from a shining star by climbing 
fone of the castle rowers; it is 
important to do this reguarly, or 
the game will be brought to’ an || 
early end by a nasty spider who 
id the wizard if his power is 

W. 
You can only score points by 

jcollecting coins on the second 
teen, which is tiki than the 

ist, { found it depressing to die 
after shooting hordes of tizard- 
men, only to find | had scored 
nothing. The game has excellent 
sound and graphics and if you're 
looking for something different 
i's worth considering. M.N. 

instructions 60% 
playability 70% 
graphics 95%, 
value for money Cia 

Lx x | 
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tters Letters Letters Letters L 
ers Letters Letters Letters Let 

many a good machine | as with most of the Solid | printer because it was on 
which has never had a} State software. special offer at less than | the first Since 
program typed on it. If everyone stops | £60 at one of the leading | then, despite writing several 

Hfrequently go into stores | complaining about other | electrical retailers. I've | letters, 1 have received 
where machines are made | computers we could all get_| always wanted a printer to | nothing further. Neither 
available for the customers’ | on with using our own, print out statements on a | have I had a reply to my I would like to know if'any | je, and the number of Home Accounts program 1 | letters. 

TI-99/4A owners can help | youngsters whose idea of | Paul Ridings, Heywood | have. 1 consider.:thay: ant 
me, Lam in urgent need of a | programming is this: As this program didn’t | therefore justified in listing of @ program I’ve specify any special printer. 1 | denouncing the ISUG as 
written fora school project. | 19 PRINT “LES RU presumed that a Commo- | nothing more than a sham. 

If any (i your readers OK” dore printer would be | It is reputedly run by a man 
have got a TI-99/4A and a | 29 GOTO 10 a break compatible with the | called Vic Webber. If Mr primer and would help me | RUN program, and 1 was also | Webber reads this letter ‘out could they please told by the shop that it | would invite him to justify 
contact me at the address | is surprising, They then | Dear Golden Squares, would print out all Commo: | his tack of action” with below or phone Runcorn | {yok around at any | Remember those good ol” | dore programs which called | money belonging to other THON. 1 will be willing to | onlookers with a look of | bad ol” days when a C64 | for “Copy to Printer | people. 
pay for postage, printer | triumph on their face, and | tape took anything upto 20 | Y/N", but it wouldn't |" If any of your readers 
paper etc and you can keep | Swagger ‘away as though | minutes to load? You could | print have had this problem, or 
a copy of the program, they are. the best | walk the dog, brew the | [realised that one of the | indeed if they have had In reply to. Stephen | programmers ever to enter | cocoa or mix a mean | problems was that the | successful dealings with this Miller's letter (HCW 87) | fre Shop. martini and still have time | Printer/Plowter has a file | group, 1 should be obliged asking about animation, 1] “"You''do get some kids | 10 flex those arthritic | number of six and that all | if they would write to me as 
suggest he looks at The | who seem to know what | fingers before doing battle | other printers for the Com | soon. as possible. Iam 
Complete Programmer by | they are doing, but they are | in some far-off galaxy. modore have a file number | contemplating a certai Mike “James (Granada | ery much in the minority. | Now. of course, that’s all | of four. 1 consulted Com- | course of action, but would £5,95). Anyway, thanks for a good | changed. ‘Thanks to the | modore, and they informed | welcome comments from 
1 XggP,up the good work, | mag eventhough the TH | miracles of zappo- zonko~ | me that the reason for this | other "interested. persons 

and can we please | seems to have fallen from | and turbo-loaders, 1 now | was so that you could use it | before 1 do so. 
have some more TI listings. | grace a little have ample time to make | jn conjunction with another 
David Martin, 73 Thi the journey 1 Betelgeuse | printer and combine the | John Schofield, 1 Sutton 

Pe veshne | 1 Walton, Manchester ‘on foot. A bit short of | two in one program. | St, Feniscowles, Blackburn, Hove, Runcorn, Cheshire 
WAT OE oxygen by now, Lneverthe- | However, as no programs | Lanes BB2 5 

less rush to my TV screen | have been written for the Se Ll pots oF — you've guessed! — sweet | couldn't understand their 
FA (that's Betelgeusian for | reasoning. |money | 
Ffnuffin Appenin). They did, however, tell 

Over the past weeks we've | tricity surges. Dataseites | number to four with asmall | 1 know tots of ogee seen many tetters | too near the TV, the hifi | wiring job. inside the | fat lots of peop! 
I have taken every copy of | complaining about TI- | and the like, but even | printer, which I did, and | ames, Well, here's another 
HW from week one and 1 | 99/4A owners. Well, Lown | turning off every gadget on | Seain i was all set to go. | £4mes. Well here's another 
think I possibly qualify at | a Texas and think it’s very | the premises and giving the | Imagine my. excitement is 
4's one of your older | good computer, but 1dosee | electric au pair the night | when telling the computer | gota” 2ou,ket on 0 the 
readers, what all the Spectrum and | off, still doesn't cure the copy to printer and it | husters, you're asked your 

Vown a T1-99/4A which | | C64 owners have been | problem. 1 even lashed out | actually started printing. | pame, Type in Andy. then 
enjoy very much, bi getting at. After all there | on a spanking new recorder | But, to my disappointment | yhen’ youre asked it sou 
Mr_J Richardson of have been some so-called | only to be rewarded with — | | found it was printing the cee Ps 
(HCW 89) whose over | ‘big-headed’ Texas owners | vilch, CHRSX) values ine the area ails Oe In 
Feaction about games | saying their computer isthe | "So, come on, you soft. | columns of statement ‘of | Your Nome nuner Tyee 
playing seems to me to | best ware’ moguls out there! | account. You can imagine | 0 G39 Thin "ues You 
indicate a guilt complex, | But | also see their point | Give us a break. By all | the muddle. $999,000 instead of the 
try very hard to master | of view because for the last | means give us your light ‘contacted the manufac- | $292;0% jlnsead of the 
programming techniques. three or four weeks there | ning Wet Set Jillies on side | jurers of the software, but ,000, buy the fastest car, the laser 

confinement sysiem and 
lots of other equipments, 

did in fact send you one | have been no programs for | one if you must, but please. | they said they couldn't help of my efforts some time | the Texas machine, while | when you've finished ad- | me. | imagine there must be ‘ago, but it was rejected, sol | when I first began buying | miring all those lurid air- | many people in the same ¥ 
‘assumed that, as I suspected | HCW every week there was | brushed inlay cards, turn | boatas me. In fact all the mi Ne is ee 
my programming isn't upto | a program in each issue. | the tape over and reinstate | Printer/ Plotter is eood for | Souyeer oat wamnic Zuul 
your requirements. Talso saw there wast the good, old-fashioned | js printing out listings of 

way my machine solves | two or three during the past] Iv'llsave hours of frustra- | ¢xamplesin the manual, | MamPtO" 

maths problems which | 98ers more programs and | miserable metre-length tape | probiem 1 will be glad to 
would take hours instead of | reviews. Also could every- | and exchange it for 100 | fear i a 
minutes without my TI. | one stop arguing. as Lthink | yards of someone es's 

T feel that many parents | most readers are beginning Mrs JE Hayes, Essex 
buy their kids a computer | to get a bit fed-up with it | Nik Lumsden, London E9 ¥ 
thinking that they will keep | all. I do realise the Texas is 
them ahead in the new | quite slow but it isn’t dead, | Software winner 
technology. They must be | as Barry St in HCW 
fvfuly disappointed when | 92. Most computers have 
all the kids doves glued to | faults, even the Spectrum. | Keds luli 
the monitor playing useless | 1 would like to. recom- 
games. | wonder how many | mend the module Alpiner. 1 write to enquire whether 
kids who own a machine | It’s very fast, and when any other readers have 
can actually program? used with the speech | 1 recently bought a 1520 | encountered a problem 

Parents tend to think that | synthesiser, it has a man’s | Printer/Ploiter to go with | similar to. mine. In June 
ifthey buyamachine witha | and a woman’s voice. It | my Commodore 64, but am | 1984 1 paid £10 to the 
manual their kids will be | plays music non-stop | sorry to say I have been | Independent Sinclair User 
experts in no time. Alas, | throughout the game and | bitterly disappointed with | Group, 189 Rosehill Rd, 
how many are? has a two-player option. Burnley, Lancs, as my first 

I suspect that there is | The graphics are superb, | "I primarily bought the | annual "membership fee. 
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Peter Sweasey lures you into 
the dark depths of 

subterranean caverns in his 
regular adventure column. 

It’s time to examine the slimy 
walls of the deepest, darkest 
dungeons you could’ imagine 
with Ventures, HCW's regular 
column dealing with the world 
of adventures and arcventures 
(arcade adventures, for the 
uninitiated). So, we'll be going 
Greek with Ocean’s mega- 
game, Gift From The Gods, 
freeing a land from evil lords 
with incentive’s Ket_ Trilogy 
and entering a chip factory of 
the electronic kind with 
Technician Ted from Hewson. 

I'm glad to say that none of 
the games reviewed this issue 
are poor, and they are, on the 
whole, quite good. That is good 
news for everyone and of 
course, not least me. 

First up is Technician Ted, 
which, judging by the tit 
sereen, was going to be called 
The Chip Factory, a better 
name in my opinion (humble as 

. This comes from Hewson, 
who brought us the classics 
Avalon and Fantasia Diamond. 
Enclosed with my copy was a 
sheet to *help me appreciate the 
game's quality’. A rather 
dubious, maybe even sus- 
picious, idea; it would have 
been more useful to tell the 
reviewer how to get further in 
the game. Still, on to the 
program. 

As Ted, you must complete 
27 tasks spanning $0 screens in 

mited time, by jumping on 
platforms, avoiding nasties 
and. well, here we have 
another twist on the Manic Set 
Willy game. Can't software 
houses do anything more 
original? That said, the game is 
otherwise flawless, far better 
than the rest of the platform 
bridage. 

Firstly, it loads under a true 
animated loading screen, ice. 
little men running about whilst 
a clock ticks away below. 
Screen size is large, and 
presentation very pleasing. You 
have an energy bar instead of 
lives, so you have plenty of 
chances; the game is very tricky, 
nonetheless. Graphics are 
varied, large and well animated; 
also very smooth. Sound is 
excellent_too, there's The 
William Tell Overture in the 
background and some loud 
jumping noises. Colour is well 
used 

The screens have the usual 
witty names. The program's 
main innovation is that when 
you complete one task, some of 

the other screens change: thus 
you have to work out an order. 

In all, a very professional, 
hard, attractive and addictive 
game. Ventures rating of five 
stars — well worth buying if 
you don’t mind the lack of 
originality. Available on the 
48K Spectrum and Amstrad 
CPC464, at £5.95. 

Mountains Of Ket first 
appeared in the shops when 
adventures were still regarded 
as suspicious things with no 
chance of being sold. Since 
then, Reading company Incen- 
tive ‘has dutifully released the 
‘other two parts of the three- 
some, Temple Of Vran and The 
Final Mission, to wide acclaim. 
Now alll three are available in 
The Ket Trilogy boxed set, 
costing the bargain price of 
£12.95, rather than over £15 if 
bought separately. 

Having been framed for 
murder and sentenced to death, 
you are given the chance of a 
remand if you undertake a 
mission. The Land of Ket has 
been suffering, the people have 
been put into serfdom. Your 
task is to kill the leaders of the 
force behind such wicked 
doings — Priest Vran and High 
Priestess Delphia — which will 
hopefully restore light and 
happiness. To do this, cross the 
mountains, pass through the 

Walk this way. 
problems despite the hackneyed 
setting: Temple of Vran 
features a wide variety of 
animals who don’t get on with 
each other, whilst The Final 
Mission includes a giant boot 
which tries to stamp on your 
head, and the Enmonster, a 
strange beast which pursues you 
all over the place. 

They also feature a sophisti- 
cated, realistic, almost exciting 
combat routine that enhances 
play. 
temple and find Vran in the 
catacombs beneath. Just to 
make sure you don’t run off, an 
assasin bug, Edgar, has been 
implanted in your nec! 

Well, that’s hardly the most 
original of scenarios, and the 
descriptions and small graphics 
aren’t very special. So, where 
does the trilogy’s strength lie? 
In my opinion, there is some- 
thing about the feel of the 
games. They ae very use 
friendly, locations being boxed 
and almost all input giving a 
response. The problems come 
thick and fast: some are easy, 
some are hard, all are fun to 
solve. The programming tec! 
niques improve with each 
cassette, but the basic standard 
is satisfactory. 
There are some fresh 
Above all, the games are 

imaginative and polished, and 
are very good value in the boxed 
set. Ventures rating of four 
stars — available on the 
Spectrum. Incentive plans more 
adventures for "85, more news 
soon. 

Remember Psy 
Bandersnatch, the Imagine 
megagames? Well, whilst the 
latter is being prepared for the 
QL, Ocean brings us a glimpse 
of what almost was, in Gift 
From The Gods, which was 
written by Denton Designs, an 
Imagine offshoot if T remember 
correct 

As Orestes, you must enter 
the Palace of Mycenea in 
Ancient Greece, and reclaim 
your kingdom from Clyemnes- 
ira, your wicked stepmother. 
To do this you have to select the 
correct six out of 64 Euclidian 

shapes, strange geometric 
patterns, and take them to the 
Guardian's chamber. 

The shapes are hidden in 16 
caverns, and your sister, 
Electra, who is imprisoned 
down there, will lead you to 
them — if you can find her and 
she hasn’t been killed by 
Clyemnestra. Zeus and Apollo 
are involved too: they gave you 
some gifts, and the Demi Gods 
are also there, using their 
powers of illusion to create 
hideous apparitions and try to 
stop you. Confusing stuff. 

After another annoyingly 
difficult hyperload (reviewer’ 
sigh as I change tape recorders), 
a very attractive title screen 
presents a wide range of 

ck options. The character 
bly redefined, and on 

starting, the screen shows a 
two-dimensional, attractive, 
temple-like screen, with 
columns on either side and a 
hole in the floor. 

Orestes, a large, well 
animated hero, can thus fly 
(due to a wing on his boots) off 
in three directions, and fly he 
must, through an enormous 
number of rooms. In a few of 
these are doors, leading to 
either another door or one of 

the special chambers. Scattered 
around the place are spiders, 
piles of skulls, acid drops and a 
beautiful, Disneyesque dragon, 
with three heads, naturally. 
Graphics are great, and colour 
well used. 

So what's the problem? Well, 
the various hazards (and 
Electra) are all so spaced out in 
the massive palace, the game is 
slightly boring. It takes so long 
to move around through screen 

Ventures 
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ventures 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
99/44 HOME COMPUTER SYSTEM 

Geo 
99/4h 
apaGNZint 

Cte 
(A eo nd 

APPOINTED 
DEALER 

PARCO ELECTRICS, 4 DORSET PLACE, 
NEW STREET, HONITON, DEVON, 
EX14 8QS. TELEPHONE (0404) 44425 
PARCO ELECTRICS, AM GASTHAUS 

LOPPERSUM, WEST 

TELEPHONE (04! 

There are strong reasons to believe the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer is planning to 
impose VAT on your magazine. 
Such a move would turn the clock back 130 
years — the last tax on newspapers and 
journals was repealed in 1855. Since then ‘No 
tax on knowledge’ has been a principle 
agreed by all Governments, even in the darkest 
days of war. 
A free Press is a tax-free Press. 
No Government should be given the power to 
impose financial pressure on a Press it may 
not like. 
Tell your MP to say ‘NO’ to any tax on reading. 



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 342. 
Send your requirements to: 
Becki Wilson 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

Softwa 
Games 

Laser Attack. New BBC (B) game 
for one or wo players, Five skill 
levels, joystick option, target score 
for replay, Table of merit, high 

sette £5,00, Viking Soft 
ware, Dept H1, $8 Central Avenue, 
Syston, Leicester LE7 8EE 

Lineage: 
35p per word acetal aS = 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

Alll advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

printers £27.00, Microdrive cartrid. 

SPECPEN PALS UK || Ecmputamart, 195 Seabourn fd, 
Let us put sou in touch with others} | Southbourne, Bournemouth. (Tel 
where no-one else has reached before.| | 0202 433759) 

NEW RELEASE FOR SPECTRUM: 

‘Send s.a.¢. for application form and 
more details to. A Si 
Glayburn Circle, Basildon 

99/44 users interested in having 
a pen pal, please send SAE to 16 
Home Close, Renhold, Redford | T3P 1"30p P&P), Stamp for 

E. Tucker, (H) $8, Blen- details. 4 g 
[ForHire | heim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

ORIC, ATMOS, COMMODORE 64, LYNX NATIONWIDE DEALER GUIDE 
‘Over 150 Oric and 200 
Commodore 64 tities 
Stamp for details:— 

LES WILSON, 100 BLENHEIM 
WALK, CORBY, NORTHANTS. PoRscasT Tim POOLS 

With our SCOREDRAW program. NO ‘mening about with ‘eam form JUST ener | | Spider Speller. New educational | | 799/48 EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
To hire a computer from Spectrum | | pogiam docs ihe test AND the rout? 4 | | 8ame for the BBC (B). 15S word | | 
48K upwards, please phone or write | | feterthanshance forecs Vocabulary, joystick option, 1wo 
to Business & Computer Services, CORRES COS Reneenend S18 skill levels, high score, cassette s 
294a, Caledonian Rd., London Ni | | Me. POOLSTER (6k 2x81 £0] ] £5.00, mail order only.Viking Sott 
IBA’ Tel, 01 607 0157 hascram SOFTWARE, sono synth | | ware, Dept HI. $8 Central Avenue fs apa ee Syston, Leicester LET SEE 

Spectrum - Oric - Atmos 
Software Library PAPE MEMIRERSHUP FREE ENTRY. TO DRAW Sigh FOR DETAILS TO Huge SoFT “113 aROOMFIELO Ro. MARSH, HUDDERSFIELD (state micfo) 

Used home computers our 
speciality, Whatever your needs try 
us first. All equipment fully tested 
and covered by warranty. Compu: 
tamart,195 Seabourne Rd, South 
bourne, Bournemouth. (Tel 0202 
433759) 

CBM 64 _ VIC-20 
‘TAPE TRANSFER — 

DUAL CASSETTE INTERFACE 
vith TRIGSOPT DCL fms Duplicates all turbos, mcode. data T's peopram can be loaded i mil 
inc pcy ogee Marl 

 Rrsatord BOS 91% 7'aay money back guarantee TH not 100% satisfied 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon software 
library — Membership £5.00. 

AMAZING OFFER 
VIC-20/CBM 64 Games for £1.50 

Pay after delivery, Write 
STARGATE, PO BOX 1520, 

DUBLIN 4. SOFTWARE LIASON, 
DARWIN ROAD, WELLING, KENT 

PHONE 01-04 341) 

Software 
Educational 

INS. | PASSINGHAM AY 
WRICAY. PSSENCMIE2ED, 

= TEXAS _ TI99/bA- —y 

WD Software | gD es For the OL:— bat i 
Se agen one ey LOAD. COPY smerny FAWCETT SOFTWARE 

pei a vase ca DO You 
revauristed) toate en OFFER 

For the 48K Spectrum:— A REPAIR 
SERVICE? 

ce. WHY NOT | 
oto ADVERTISE tase £4 — was £51) 

hase £4 —was eS) IN OUR 
REPAIRS 

spectrum cassettes — base price oniy ‘N’ SPARES 
OL or Spectrum Microdrives — £4.50/cartridge plus base price we ar en tna Bot REGISTER. YOUR FORMA’ een FORMAT ATLEAST sk ea PHONE cvwikhle fom WD SOFEWare Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.l. 

Tel (0534) 81392 01 437 0699 

Oi ior Ett ber MIPOSSIBTE 

and all other sntelle.tual property raghts therein belong to Argus 
‘Hghts and by virtue of international copyright conventnans ate 

98S Argus Specials SSNU26EV9E 
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HEMEL COMPUTE! 
CENTRE LTD. 

For fast reliable repair service 
of your SPECTRUM, BBC, 
DRAGON, ATARI and 

COMMODORE computers. e.g 
Send your 16/48K Spec 
tus and we will repair and 

it for £20 + £1.60 p&p. 
Hemel Computer Centre Ltd... 

52 High St., Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HPI 3AF. 
Tel: 0442 212436 

Nationwide 
Shops and 
Dealers 

SQMPUTER siwerdale, New: 
CARNE “Tel: O782 636911 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

Official Acorn computer 
dealer and BBC service and 

information centre 
Huge Commodore repairs. By Commo 

onhist dore approved engineers. Repair i 
- oes VT prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, a + | 

VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers 
disk, etc. For more details write or 

Repairs 'n’ tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling 
Spares ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SU “ 

BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696 CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
Register 1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 

Tel: 01-337 0699 

Please place my advert 
Please indicat 

1 Weekly for weeks 
ed 

TOME COMPUTER REPAIRS 
PAY THE FIRST £3 FOR ANY FAULTY Name 

SINCLAIR 
COMPUTER eo Aa 

able SPECTRUM XK WANT TO BUY, SELL, SWOP? eet CLASSIFIED — RING 
fy onsoroe0s 01-437 0699 

You could be: MICRO-LINK 

OFT OUF PRCIGES, |, (cise micro z wi 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from AND OUR NEW M.S.X. QUICK DISK DRIVE 

our readers. If you feel that your work meets our SPECIAL OFFER 
‘standards, please submit it to us for Sin OER zien 

consideration for publication. ui ven rinter i + Re : 
JP 130A Printer £215 + VA 

© Programs must always be sent on cassette. HP130A Printer £178 + VAT 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. 

ov Check carefully that they are bug-free. + MSX 80 Quick disc-drive available Mid-February 
Include details of what your program does, é £138 + VA 
nora Re Wore vor totoien Vou leave: Weed aver, Fa TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME z 
© articles on using home computers should TEL: LISS (0730) 895296/895273 = 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry : : 
about your writing ability — Just try to keep «+ CUMANA © CANNON + JPtIOA and COSMOS OL. + PANASONIC 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
use of thelr micros by giving useful Ideas, I f d Rae 

possibly with programming examples. wi ‘convert any sketched illustrations into an advertisement 

© Tips are short articles, and brief 
programming routines. Your hints can aid . - 1 

All submissions will be acknowledged and the to put it ng ot. 
copyright in such works which will pass to 

for at competitive rates. Ifyou see an adverusement in the press, in print, 
Keep a copy of your work and include an SAE. on posters or in the cinema which you find 

and home phone number if you can. 
All work for consideration should be sent to: 

published will help our readers make better 

finished artwork. . 4 h = 

1S WI ong were nere 
other computer users. 

Argus Specialist Publications Ltd will be paid 

Kabel everything clearty snd Gree's daytines unacceptable, write to us atthe address below. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
The Advertising Standards Authority: 

No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB ¢pt 3 Brook House, Torrington Pl: ondon WC1E 7HN 
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Another winner in the range 
of Sensational Software... 

AIRWIRAFFIG 
CONTRO 

Ve. 

fit just @ game but a simulation of everyday problems 
“encountered by those real-life air traffic controllers. 
All air travellers are unconciously dependant on the skill of these 
people and this program enables you to test your skills in manoeuvering 
aircraft safely around the air motorways and despatching them into 
the hands of others in neighbouring air space. 

Home Computer Weekly 
It is fascinating to watch, and 
interesting to play. 
Even on level one your interest 
is held. Level nine is so 
crowded that not even a real 

4 controller could cope. 

As absorbing asa flight 
Z q - simulator, but different! 

q a bb instructions 
playability 

| graphics 

ER 

a 

44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks 
value for money 



GANDALF soitfncr- 2 
ENTER THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF MAGIC! 

With dazzling graphics, super realistic animation and awesome 3-D 

effects. Gandalf gives action you have never seen before in a computer 

game. 

INC. Var TAPE vet 

A Super Action,3-D Effect, Arcade Game 
Gandalf, a one-player, 3-D simulation is part of TYMAC’s GAME series. Fast arcade action combined with dazzling, high 

resolution graphics and sound effects puts you fight in the game with an impact you never thought possible! 
‘Aman’s home is his castle, but to you, Gandalf the Sorcerer, your castle is sacred. Or so you thought until the scalytailed lizardmen 

took a fancy to your treasure which is protected by an ancient spell. 
‘Your castle is under seige. From the distant forest come waves of attacking slimy creatures, all bent on abducting your apprentices 

and holding them for ransom. Ifthe lizardmen get all three apprentices, you must yeild to their greedy demands and release the spell. 
on your treasure. You cast your power bolts, annihilating the attackers with a blast of fire, but still more come. Your magic power 
drains and you climb the tower to draw more from the shining star. But beware the deadly spider. If the lizardmen finally break 
down the castle door, you must battle them throughout the castle. And if they do kidnap your assistants, you must chase them 
through the woods before the creatures drag them, kicking and screaming, to Lizard Lair. 

ne: 

AVAILABLE FROM: BOOTS, W. H. SMITHS, H. M. V. RECORD SHOPS 
GOOD SOFTWARE DEALERS AND ALL OTHER LEADING SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS 

WATCH FOR FORTHCOMING RELE/ 

TYPE-SNYPER. > BIO-DEFENSE 

TRADE DISTRIBUTOR ENQUIRIES INVITED! 
‘TO ORDER BY MAIL (P & P FREE) SEND CHEQUES OR POSTAL ORDERS TO: 
TYMAC (UK) LTD 43-48 NEW STREET BIRMINGHAM 021-643 8899 


